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PADUCAH; KY., SUNDAY MORNING, MARCH 25, 1906.,
I Hairy who for years was chief of the
fine riepartment at Kansas City, Mo.
The company composed of 200
horses, 310 men and other equipment,
is preparing to leave Kansas City
May 15th for a tour of the United
States, and Mr. Hale has written to
Chief James Virtiods of the lycal fire
('-rOo-•••• --!...!17' 1:•:i ' 1..5i 
.,.:II t'l* '1.
this city sometime this summer for
a several day's exhibition. It taites
thirty cars to transport the outfit; .
DR, D. F. REEDER TODAY
LEAVES FOR NEW YORK .
ISTHMUS.,
Number of Paducahans Have Gone
to the Canal Zone to Locate
and Seem Well Pleased.
Tonight at 1:413 o'clock Dr. D. F.
Reeder leaves for New York City
where on March both he sails on the
steamship "Finance" for the Isth-
mus of Panama to accept the po-
sition of surgeon-general for the
United 4-States government hospitals
ntaintained there for the sick among
the ranks of the ao,000 men worked
on the Pa:tains canal construction.
The doctor expects to reach Pan-
ama by the middle of next month,
and until he gets-there* will not
be known whether he will be sta-
tioned at the City. o( Panama hos-
pital or the brapcje maintained at
Aspinwall.
Mrs. Reeder experts to lea.v.'e in
about two months to join her bus-
band, provided the lanyt decides to
remain there. Of ,rourse this is his
•intention but he may find the coun-
try and surroundibge of. at character
not desired awl conclude to return
to his native heath.
Quite a turniebee of Paducah peo-
ple have gone to Panama during the4
past year to work oh the canal, and
it scents that they are well pleased
with• their positions and situations
as rinlY. one or two of them have re-
turned. Probst:Milks are if any are
to come back it will be during the
warm simmer months when the
thermonietor goes very high.
•••••••  
Snow Blinds Rural Carrier.
Clarksburg. Mks, March 24.-41n
Steele, a mail carrier on a rural route
out of this city, *as suddenly striekrit
today with "meow blindness," and has
lost his sigt temporarily. A special-
ist who Is attending Steele says that He Wants
the young man will recover his sight.
Present Home to
CRIMINAL TERM
OF CIRCUIT COURT SMARTS
ONE INEEM FROM TOMOR-
ROW POW THREE
WZIArrt
_Monroe Nelson Says His Wife Aban-
doned Him in Five Months—
Magisterial Court.
' pc derv---
Circuit Clerk Joseph A. Miller and
his ckputy, William Kidd-, have got-
ten eveifiting ready long ago for
the critainifht Awes* ...circuit court
which begins one week from tomor-
row. *de 'Ittied6iirill spend this
week testing. lip -front his labors at
Benton, •
shinty ihulditant Metall come up
at the approaching criminal session
and prospectis 'are fOr hard work by
both the pettit and grand juries. The
term continues for three weeks and
-during that period about six killing
charges come befone the court, sev-
eral of the parties having already
been indicted, while others have to
be looked into  by the grand jury.
.111••••••••••••
Wants Divorce.
Monroe Nelson yesterday in the
circuit court filed a stilt for divorce
against his wife, Florence Nelson.
They married during May, toot, and
he alleges that in five months the
woman got tired of married life and
abandoned him.
Magistrates Court
Justice John J. Bleich will tomor-
row morning convene his court at
his offer on Iregal Row. lie has
about fifty cases on the docket for
trial.
FIRE FIGHTERS.
Those Supervised by Chief Hale Win
Come Here On 'Fair Tour.
During the World'* Fair at St.
Louis one of the greatest attractions
was "Hale's Fire Fighters" that made
a world-wide reputation. Ever since
the' exposition closed this band has
been touring this eountry and Eu-
rope, under direction of George .C.
OUTSIDEk DEATHS.
Mk. William J. Sines, died a few
days ark in New Albany, Ind., of
pneumonilk He is the well known
traveling salesman who often came
here for the "Pearline" people.
Lawyer George C. Duiguid has
gone to Murray where died his sis-
ter, Mrs. J. G. Sledd. She was ss
years of age and leaves several
step children and, many relatives.
Mrs. Lelia Utley Blackard, wife of
the county clerk at 'Jackson, Tenn.,
died there yesterday morning of con-
sumption. She is thirty years of age,
and leaves a husband and two chil-
dren. She is a sister-inlaw of Rev.
J. 114 Blackard, presiding elder of the
Methodist churches in this city and
district.
Mary.. Anthony Takes Up Sister's
Work.
Rochester. N. Y., March sat—Mary
S. Anthony. accompanied by Dr.
Anna Shaw. will tomorrow start for
Portland. Ore., to take up the work
of woman suffrage in compliance
with. the last wishes of her sister,
Susan B .Anthony. She will stop a
week in Chicago. After the Oregon












Several days ago Mr. Henry P.
Nunn presented to the Carnegie
library an enlarged picture made
from the snapshot he toak of the
birthplace of Andrew Carnegie while
the Paducahan two years ago was
on his toter of Europe and other
foreign lands. Now in order to pro-
cure a companion piece for the pic-
ture, President E. W. Bagby of the
library trustees has written to Mr.
Carnegie, asking for a picture of
Skibo Castle. the present European
home of the distinguished, philan-
thropist in Scotland. It is expected
that Mr. Carnegie. will grant the re-
quest, and when the production
reaches here it will be hung upon the
walls of the library right beside the
picture. showing the biethplace of the
great retired steel king.
Mr. Carnegie presientkvl the city
of Paducah with the money to con-
struct the libary that was named after
him, and the two pictures at a glance,
show the tale of his life, as the
birthplace building is a small struc-
ture that has declined into a dilapi-
dated State because of its age, while
his Skibo home is celebrated the
world over as being one of the most
gorgeous and costly palaces any-
where-, and wherein he has enter-
tained every distinguished personage
coming that way.
latte--pis.tors. ---Mts,---Nisnu--poesente
lithe library is about three yet square,
and if the companion 
rer 
esentation
does not equal that in sire, it will
doubtless he enlarged so as to make
both of the same dimensions.
REPAIRING WIRES.
The Old Company Had eoo Tele-
phones to Get OW Of
Order.
Yesterday the weather had Moder-
ated and become quite warm, there-
fore all fears of a repetition of
"white week" were dispelled early kn
the day and things resumed theik
normal condition. All of yesterday
the "linemen for the telephone com-
panies were out repairing broken
wires, and they have not yet com-
pleted the task. The old company
had aoo phones to get out of order
as result of the sleet visitation Fri-
day. Within a day or tyro every-







It Was the Largest ever Held
Within the History of
This City.
Yesterday morning the funeral ser-
vices over the remains of the late
Rev. John S. Cheek were conducted
at the First Baptist church, and the
immense throng present attested to
the great esteem in which the late
divine was held by the entire com-
munity. The church was packed
and hosts of people were turned
away, not being able to get in the
floors. As it was, hundreds had to
stand in the aisles in order to satisfy
their desire to be in attendance and
pay their last tribute of respect to
the minister who was so popular a‘..
loved by all.
The services began at to o'clock,
and although conducted in the main
by Rev. Cates and Rev. Hill, the
evangelists who have bad charge of
the revival with the assistance of.
the deceased, addresses were made
by the other. pastors, and also a
number of individuals. The remarks
concluded about 11:3o o'clock, and
after, that the entire concourse filed
past the casket to take a last look
at the face of the man who gave up
his life for God and christianity. It
took until 12 o'cl ck for the auditor-
ium to be cleared, and shortly
after the noon hour the cortege
started to Oak Grove cemetery, es-
corted by a detail of Knights Temp-
Jars of this city, with which secret
order the deceased affiliated.
After Rev. Cates and Rev. Hill
finished their remarks they were fol-
lowed by Rev. Peter Fields as the
representative of the Paducah Min-
isterial Association, Mk. Ed C. Cov-
ngton and Rev. A. S. Pectic of May-
field. The members of the associa-
tipn of ministers attended in a body
Aide there was also present Rev.
G. M. hicNeilly of•Russellville, Rev.
C. H. Nash of Hoplcinsville, Ky.,
Rev. J. C. Bow of Louisville, and a
number of other people from Hen-
derson, Russellville, Madisonville
and Nashville, all drawn here by the
death of their noble friend and co-
laborer.
For the occasion the church was
draped in black, while the floral de-
signs in their purity and elegance
were synonymous of .the glorious
life lead by the divine. There
were so many beautiful flowers that
they formed a perfect bank
It .was without doubt the largest
attended funeral ever held in this
city. and certainly demonsteated the
high stanbjpg of the beloved minis-
ter in the 'rommunity. There was
not a dry eye .in the house as Rev.
Cates touched upon the many vir-
tues of the deceased and of his zeal
snd love for mankind together with
his labors in the Master's vineyard.
ABUSED WOMAN
••• - is011iftwaniwo •
PETE GRIFFIN CHARGED
WITH THIS OFFENSE BY
ORA MURRAY.
Detective Moore Expects to,,Go For
Shumate If Others Do Not
Trap Him.
Pete Griffin, white, was warranted
yesterday on the charge of cursing
and *Viking Ora Mlurray, a female
character of the city.
Pocketbook Found.
Detective T. J. Moore last evening
while croving the street at Sixth wit!
Broadway found a purse, containing
a sum of money. fit now has the
pocketbook at the City 'Hall, awaiting
the owner.
After Shumate.
Detective Moore yesterday said
that if within the next day or two
the officer after Albert Shumete does
not arrest the young mah, that he
himself will go after him, as his
whereabouts is rell known to the
authorities, so they believe. He is
accused of murdering William Augus-
tus in the local Illinois Central rail-
road yards four weeks ago.
REUNION
VOL 22, NO 1279
I all
ow* the local .•_publie schools _ so' su
nivli e money, usually a little' over $3,1






Judge Henry 1 yler Chosen Cone.:
manding Major General.for the
Forrest Cavalry Re-
organization,
The James T. Walbert camp of
Confederate Veterans will tomorrow
evening at the City Hall hold a





.this city at the national reunion to
be held shortly at New Orleans, La.
During tomorrow -evening's gather-
ing there wi'l also be designated the
young lady who will be sponsor for
Paducah at the great assemblage at
the Cresent City.
Telegraphic dispatches of yester-
day mornisg Mated that the day be-
fore a meeting was held at Nash-
ville, Term., for the purpose of com-
pleting the re-organization of the
suavivots of Forrest's Cavalry of
Confederate Soldiers serving during
the Civil war. During the session
. there; was chosen as major general
commonding, Judge Henry A.
. Tyler of Hickman, who is the dis-
tinguished gentleman that delivered
the excellent and well attended lec-
ture upon General Forrest at The
Kentucky several weeks ago. The
other details regarding the re-organi-
zation are included in the following
dispatch, starting with the remain-
vier ilf the officers elected:.
i First division, Maj. Gen. Baxter
'Smith; second division, Maj. Gen.
1 Edmund R. Rucker; third division,
Maj', Gen.
 V. Y. Copiar aitjkliery di-4
1 
vision, Capt. John W. Morton,
i Nieshville.
I The first brigade, first division, will
:include, under Brig. Gen. M. H.
Clift, all east and middle Tennessee
iregintents; the second division, un-
Ider Brig. Gen. W. A. Collier, all
I west Tennessee regiments; first bri-
Ode, second division, under Brig.I
:regiments: second brigade, under.
Gen. J. C. Blanton, all Mississippi
;Brig. Gen. R. A. D. Dunlap, all
!Alabama regiments; first brigade,
third division, under Brig. Gen. Sid
1
 
S. Johnson, all Texas regiments; sec-
ond brigade, under Brig. Gen. Henry
Georre, all Kentucky regiments;
third brigade, under Brig. Gen. A.
D. Sollinger, all, Arkansas and Mis-
souri regiments.
The surviving commanders of the
Morton, Rice, Thrall, Hudson and
King batteries will command their
respective batteries.
MADE TO SLEEP WITH COWS
Omaha, Neb., March 23.—William
O. Garber of Dewitt, Iowa, formerly
Of Morriston, Ill., has sued for di-
vorce on the ground that his wife
made him sleep with cattle, beat him




WORK ONE WEEK FROM
TOMORROW.
Debating Club Postponed Gathering
Intended For Friday Night—No
Fever in Schools.
One week from tomorrow the
enumerators begin to take the school
census of this city, the charter pro-
vides that a census of children cif
school age, during the month of
April. The enumerators were cholen
by the school board iMarch 6th, and
are J. T. McGuire, James E. Wilcox
and Henry Nunn. Mr. McGuire
takes the census in the first and Sec-
ond wards, Mr. Nunn in the third
and fourth, and Mr. Wkloox in the
fifth and sixth. They take the names
of everybody under 16 years and over
6 years in the city, and when the
work is done, a copy of the lists is
filed with the county clerk for public
reference another copy is kept at ths
office of the Secretary W. H. Pitcher
of the school board and a duplicate
gots to the state superintendent of
public instruction at 'Frankfort, who
Debate Postponed,
The Debating. iclub of the
. .
'Intaing, the discussions intended for
last Friday everting at the Washing-
ton building on West Broadway. The
topic will 'be -Student Government.”
The e*ceedingly disagreeable charac-
ter of the weather Friday night
necessitated' a postponement of the
gathering.
Watchful Eye.
Superintent Lieb feels gratified that
although quite a number of cases of
scarlet fever exist over the city, still





Pi-all:fort, Ky.. March 24.—The,
friends of Judge E. Barry, of Benton,t
theteher of the lower Honse ,_faveri
Marshall and Lyon comities, are urg-
ing him to make the race for ljeitten-
ant governor at the 'next election.
Judge Barry stated last night that,
while he had not been giving the
matter serious thought, he had been
approached on the subject. He did
not, he said, know what he would do








„___Joeelph Folk to Come Here and
Address Graduating Class.
Supt. Lich of the public schools
will have done a most creditable
thing for this city if he succeeds in
carrying out his plans he is now
working upon very eagerly.
The' movement undertaken by the
superintendent is towards getting
Governor Joseph Polk of Missouri to
deliver the chief address during the
commencement exercises' next June,
at which time the pupils of the
twelfth grade at the Washington
building will graduate. The superin-
tendent has been quietly working
upon this for the past week or two,
and is daily awaiting tome definite
reply from the celebrated governor
whose very name is synonymous
with-everything good, and that which
looks towards betterment of human/
kind in general, therefore his appear-
ance here would he a great honor
conferred upon the city, and the
graduating class in particular.
The preparations for the com-
mencement are going forward grad-
ually, and this year prospects are
they will be one of the most inter-
esting ever conducted, in the city.
There are twenty in The twelfth
grade, and all being very stadious
and ambitious, it is belivel all will
graduate.
-TAX BILL.
Just As Soon As It Is Handed to
Him the Mayor Will Sign.
Mayor Yeiser yesterday announced
that just as soon as City Clerk Henry
Bailey handed him the ordinance
fixing• the city rate of taxation at
$ths, that he would attach to same
his signature which makes it effec-
tive and binding. This will be done
within the next few days.
PAPER MAKERS KEEP THREAT
Preparations Going On Among Wis-
consin Manufacturers to
Lift Prices.
Appleton, Wis., March 24.—Local
paper makers are preparing to boost
prices as thr,abened after the deci-
sion of the Apreme court against' the
paper trust. The pulp wood short-
age is given as an excuse for a shut-
down for months.
Standard Oil Company Loses.
Frankfort, Ky., March 24.—The
Standard Oil company vs. Crmienon-
wealth, appeal from the Graves cir-
cuit cout, affirmed. .
CLOSING
MAYOR - YEISER PROMISES
WELL KEEP
THINGS CLOSED.
One Citizen Thinks Comparsion Not
Favorable to Those Holding
se.
Public Office.
"The Li 3 Will Be On" today as
regards mercantile establishment s
being kept open, that is this was the
promise- Mayor 'Yeiser made yester-
day, but he gave nothing to back it
up further than the statement that he
had instructed Chief James Collins
of the police force to compel' every-
bosly to abide by the law. This tin-
heeded instruction has been given so
often though, arid has been lewd so
long as the standing excuse on, both
sides, that it is looked upon as a
chestnut very, eery
On being spoken to yesterday
about the practice. of mercantile
houses keeping open, the mayor said
be had directed the attentioil. of the
chief to the matter slid' ordered war-
rants gotten ont. On being asked if
this instrOtion would have any more
effect :that those he has given here-
tcifore about Sunday closing, the
mayor stated he had not made this
last order any more stringent which
would iiMply that the previous one.
were so strong as he could- possibly
make them.
Chief Collins said he would have
his men on the lookbut today and
procure warrants for anybody keep-
ing open their clothing or other es-
tablishments. As complaints,. in these
regards. have :pro;ied •esf no effect
heretofore, results can now only ten
what the recent one will do.
One well known business man yes-
twenday said that it spoke mighty
poor for the officials and the police
to claim they know nothing of Sun-
day violations when they are draw-
ing good salaries to find out these
things and yet every private citizen
well knows that saloons and other
places are kept open every Sabbath.
BIG SHOE FACTORY
ST. LOUIS CONCERN CONTRA&
PLATING STARTING
BRANCH.
Paducahans Offer Them Site and
Building of $2o,000 to Come
Here and Locate.
The Brown Shoe people of St.
Louis are looking around over the
Tuntry for a location wherein to
establish the branch factory they
contemplate, and Paducah has en-
tered the field by bidding for the new
institution that would hie of great
commerciaj value to the community
if located .here. The proposition to
the St. Louis concern from here is.
that a site and building, not to cost
more than $so.00ct, will be given them.
if 'they will bring here their Jaranch
-cone ern . '
, The Brown people are the second
/largest shoe concern in the world and
have a mammoth factory in St. Louis.
with branches at ther points. Their
business is growing so rapidly in the
Southern and central portion of the
United States, that a branch instit•-
•4 necessary, and Th-ey &Fit illVe
a,mar opt going over the country in-
tipecting sites and looking into prop-
ositions in the different cities submit,
to get the industry. Learning of this
the Paducah business men have taken
rip the matter and, yesterday after-
noon at a meeting of capitalists,
bankers and eonatalll'ciat nom they
decided to offer the St. Louis people
the site and building not tisecost ex-
ceeding the amount mie-fttimted, if
they would locate hetes
It is estimated that the factory will
work between goo and. 500 people and
have a payroll of between $g,obo and
$6,000 each week, thereto's', it can
readily be seen of whar great com-
mercial value this would prove to the
community, and ',the Paelteshans will
work hard to see if they can capture
the factory. Their proposition was
yesterday sent the St. Louis loese
which has given out that . tibegy wfir
decide within the next few dart
where they will go. therefore it will
shortly be known what shoe ilia
Local people have of seeming of in.
dustry.
-






Th W_RociMel_l_ of.the WIPTJA _ 1_94
this eify•will tomorrow evening give
their big ball at the Brunswick hall
on Broaelwar near Fifth street.
Children's Hour.
Because of the unusual Inclemency
of the weather, the "Ohildren's Hour"
was not conducted Friday afternoolt
at the Carnegie library by Mrs. Hal
S. Corbett who was to talk to the
little ones on Joel Chandler Harris,
The weather conditions were very
had and the gathering was postponed
until next Friday afternoon.
11141WRO
Entre Nous Ladies,
The Entre Nous club intends giv-
ing a series of informal affairs dur-
ing the Lenten season, and for this
purpose the popular club has been re-
organized by the young ladies who
have limited their membership to -ten
for the season mentioned.
Miss Mae Owen will be hostess for




"The Period of The Jacobins and
Girondists was the subject of ap un-
ueually interesting paper presented
by Miss ICaterine Whitefield Tuesday
mornini at the Delphic chit meetuo
in Carnegie library. "The Life and
Death of Madame Roland" was told




County Jailer James Esker has re-
ceived word from Tyranze, Ark., that
March 14th his brother, Mr. Gas
Ether, was married to 'Miss Madge
Griffin of that city where both re-
side.
Both are popular young people of
there where the groom went several
years ago from this city and is pros-




Tomorrow evening the James T.
Walbert Camp of Confederate Vet-
erans of this city, will hold a special
meeting at the city hall general as-
sembly chamber for the purpose of
disposing of several matters before
them one being the selection of a
Paducah girl to go to New Orleans
as sponsor for the local camp at
the national reunion to be held there
next month.
IPLatikeela
Party For Miss Smith.
In honor of her birthday Miss Vera
Smith entertained a number of
friends Friday evening at her home,
and a charming time was spent, in
games. music and other amusements.
During the evening the popular little
hostess served delicious refreshments.
Those present were Misses Lillian
Maylard, Lucile Dos set t, Alma
Adams, Vera Smith, Ola Dossett and
Messrs. Keener Rudolph. Albert




The members of the high school
dramatic club are preparing to pre-
sent "Maid and Mistress," an enter-
taining little play written by Miss
Carolyne Ham, one of the city's
most most talented and capable
young ladies attending the schools.
She composed "Dead Brokers" that
vas put on with such success by the
students several weeks ago before
a large audience with which it
made quite a pronounced hit, and
plainly evidenced much tent on the
part of the fair young wbman.
illVetatiW
Sueerise Pert,.
Master Eugene. the 11-year-old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Herman Kat-
terjohn, was Thursday evening char-
mingly surprised by a large number
of his friends who rushed in on him
and tendered the popular little fel-
low a party at his home No. tire
South -Elesiant-14- --isfreet---The
_was out of compliment to the elev-
enth anniversary of his birth.
Games and other diversions fur-
nished ample amusement for the
jolly throng, that at a late hour was
served with delicious refreshments.
eaegase,ne•
Magazine Club.
The members of the Magazine club
met with Mrs. George C. Wallace
Thursday afterdoon, at which time
they gathered in her handsome license
on North Ninth street.
Quotations from Sir Walter Scott
was presented by the members in an-
swering roll call, while the reports
presented were very entertaining and
in-structivest The laellantic Mionthly
was represented by Mrs. George A.
Flournoy, and, Harper's magazine by
7tfiesdamee Ball S. Corbett and
Robert B. Phillips. Mies Helen
Lowery and Mrs. Frank &soft quoted
from the North American Review.
Following the literary features, re-
freshments were served the guests.
.111karried at Nashville.'
• Information received here last
week stated that Miss Rosa • Strom/
end Mr. J. D. Miller. of this city,
quietly slipped away to Nashville,
Tenn., where they were united in
marriage in presenee of a few friends
at the residence of Mr. C. H. Yarbro,
formerly manager of the Fifth mei
Jefferson street laundry of this. city.
The couple are now on their bridal
tour, and the last of this week return
here to reside with Mrs. Moore, of
North Seventh street.
The couple ane both popular and
well known young people, the dainty
bride being endowed with much
beauty, while the groom has for sev-
eral years been connected in an edu-
cational capacity with the one of the
business college of this city.
eferalefile
Coming Nuptials.
April 3rd has been selectsd as the
date for the marriage at Smithland of
Mss Anna I.ake Haynes and Dr.
Lynn D. Adam's, two of the most
prominent young people of that vicin-
ity. The ceremony occurs at the
home of the young lady's uncle in
that city.
Miss Haynes is the beautiful
daughter of the late John A. Haynes,
formerly of Cairo who located there
some years ago, going from Smith-
land. She is highly connected and is
quite a soeial faedrite.
1 Dr. Adams is of the LaRue andAdams drug firm of Smithland, and
stands high both socially and com-
mercially.
Both have in this city a wide circle
of friend, who are pleased to note




The entertainment given Wednes-
day evening at The Kentucky by the
Matinee Miusicak club, was one of
the most charming affairs ever
given in this city. At the time
there appeared, under direction of
this organization, two of the coun-
try's meiSt eminent artists, David
Bisphans and Miss Zudie Harris. The
repertoire consisted of numerou's
solos and piano numbers that ap-
pealed to the cultured and music-
loving Indicate.
Mr. Bispham possesses one of the
finest voices ever listened to. while
at the piano /iGss Harris is an
apt artist seldom, equalled anywhere,
her light touch' bringing from the in-
strument its most beautiful notes.
The entertainment consumed two
hours, and not a moment was lost, as
the artists kept constantly upon the
stage. It cost the club just $eso to
get these eminent people here.
Next Wednesday afternoon the
club holds its bi-weekly meeting, at
the Eagles' quarters on Sixth and
Broadway. 'Misses. Jessie Nash and




Miss Margaret Allen Pointer and
Mr. LeRoy A. Palmer were united in
marriage March 14th, at Salt Lake
City Utah, at the home of the
bride's brother-in-law, Mr. Clint B.
Leigh, the newspaper editor formerly
associated with The Register, and
who is a brother of Messrs. Edward,
Charles and 011ie Leigh. The Salt
Lake paper in speaking of the nup-
tials says as follows:
"The marriage of Miss Margaret
Alletn Pointer and Mr. Leroy A Pal-
mer took plate at 4'o'clock Wednee-
leity afternoon, March 14, at the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Clinton
Brooks Leigh, Capitol hill, Salt Lake
City, Utah. The ceremony was per-
formed by thk Rev. Charles E. Per-
kins, of St.' Paul's Episcopal church.
The bride was attended by her _sis-
ter, Miss Phil Pointer, and the bride-
groom by his brother. Eugene B.
Palmer. Master Phillip Pointer
Leigh was the ring bearer. The
bride was given away by her mother,
Mrs. •Sallie Roberts Pointer. Only
a few intimate friends of the family
were present. Mir. and Mrs. Palmer
left after the ceremony for , Grand
Rapids. Mich., where they will make
illeir The bride has visited in
Paducah and has many friends here.
42$-Me.er
Delightful Entertainment.
An entertainment that appeals to
the theatre goer as well as the pat-
rons of lecture courses is Miss ?Aaiun-
heimer's recital of Zangerill's beauti-
ful story of comedy and pathos,
'needy Mary Ann." There are few
artists, who can interest an audience
flat- an entire evening bilk this is
done by Miss Mannheimer, whnse
fascinating narration of /the story
makes one think they are seeing a
play by a company of fine actors.
Nature has been kind to Miss Miami-
heimer and excellent training and ex-
perience have done the rest. She
brings out each point with exquisite
skill and conveys the emotion, be it
one that bring more smiles or tears
to her hearers. No More charming
evening, can be spent than one in
which this great reader enfolds the
thread of the story "Merely Mary
Ann." Miss Maunheimer has won
success net only, in her home, Cin-
cinnati, where she has given the in-
terpretation seven times hut the press
and the public cif the cities she has
visited herald her praises. Some of
(tnnimun;cated.)'
At the meeting ei the W. C. T.I.J.
last Thursday afternoon Mrs. DiSr-
othy Koger read an article on "De-
natured Alcohol," written by William
E. Johnson the journalist who malesa
a specialty .of temperance legielation
and kindred subjects . On account of
its importance time was given the
I reading before the memorial exer-cises commencedDenatured r.:sele l is alcole.1
'chemically treated in such n way as
to destroy its use a beverage, while
retaining its value for all manufac-
turing and chemical purposes.
There is a hill pending in congress
to exempt the denatured product
from taxation. This movement is
being advocated by  the  American
icaI Society, WITch has ap-
pointed a committee .to co-Operate
with the manufacturers. in secuing the
passage of the bill. The members of
this committee are Dr. Ira Retnsen,
presid'ent of Johns Hopkins' univer-
sity, Dr. H. Wiley, chief of the
Bureau of chemistry of the United
States department of agriculture, and
J. 11, Long, professor of chemistry
of Northwestern university. The two
latter are ex-presidents of the Amen-
the audiences she has charmed have
been in New York, Brooklyn at the
great "Institate ot ., and
Sciences," Albany, Rochester, Erie,
Pa., Pittsburg,' Springfield, 0., and
Peoria, Ill,
She has had excellent opportunities
to adopt a stage career but until now
4ios preferred her dramatic recitals
Wednesday afternoon April 4, at the
High school auditorium for the bene-
fit of that school. She will give
Shakespeare's heroines. 25c admis-
ioh.
"Merely Mary Ann" will be given
at Temple Israel Wednesday night
April 4th for the benefit of the Char-
ity club. Adirnission so cents.
414041Le4M
Entertaining Resume.
The lecture of Rev. J. W. Black-
ard Thursday evening at the Broad-
way .Methodist church was an ex-
ceedingly delightful and instructive
affair, narrating many , entertaining
scenes and incidents connected with
a trip through Europe. He spoke
for nearly two hours to a large
crowd, the entertainment being un-
cl.icectice of the Home Mission
Society of that congregation, for the
benefit of the parsonage fund.
Dr. 'Packard went to London,
England to attend the Ecumenical
Methodist Conference and while
over there spent many weeks at
points of interest. ,He delineated to
his audience different things of
much interest and plainly pictured
the attractive features incidental to
a trip to that cOuntry
IIIINIIIMM
Cox-Rudy.
• 'Mach interest centers in the an-
nouncement that Apnl 24th there
will be united in marriage Miss
Louise Elizabeth Cox and Mr.
James Henry Rudy, two young mem-
bers of prominent families. The
courtship of this well known couple
has been the object of much atten-
tion by their, many friends who are
delighted to learn of the coming
event.
The fortn*1 announcement is now
made , while the details for the nup-
tials are held in reserve. The cere-
mony occurs the evening of the date
mentioned, at the Broadway Metho-
dist church and will be quite a fash-
ionable affair.
No couple stands higher in the
estimation of the community than
these young people who were born
and reared in the city. The bride
is one of the most beautiful girls in
local society which she has graced
with the mien of a queen since mak-
ing her debut several seasons ago.
Of the tall brunette type of beauty
which appeals strikingly to all, her
exquisite characteristics, charm of
manner and unusual brightness, com-
bine to form a true Kentucky girl
She is the only daughter of We and
Mrs. W. Armour Gardner of Foun-
tain avenue.
Mr. Rudy is the oldest son of Mr. IL
and Mrs. James A. Rudy of Ken-
tucky avenue near Sixth street, and
is a through business young man.
Since leaving college in Virginia he
has been connected in a responsible
capacity with the Rudy. Phillips &
Co., general mercantile establish-
ment, and is one of the coming
young bupiness men of the com-
munity, his aptitude for a commer-
cial career being quite evident. So-
cially he is genial to the extreme
and is very popular..
W. CT. U.
can Chemical society, which has 3,000
members including practiCally 'every
chemist of ally standing in the United
States.
Many of the distillers of the coun-
try favor the bill, as its passage
would give them a respectable outlet
for their products and relieve their
dependence on the beoceage trade.
The strongest opponent of the
measure are the Standard Oil men
for these reasons: The tax on spirits
is si.n a proof gallon. As commer-
cial afcohol is usually about 95 per
cent. proof, this tax aniounts to bout
$2.0e on a volume gallon of com-
mercial alcohol.
As the cost to manufacture grain
alcohol ranges from to to 20 cents a
gallon, this tax practically destroys
the profit for all inclestrial purposes.
If the tax were removed, grain al-
cohol would become a strong com-
petitor of kerosene, as scientific tests
show that alcohol at .22 cents a gallon
is equal for lighting purposes to kero-
sene at 15 cents a gallon and much
cleaner and safer.
Denatured alcohol exempte from
tax would meet all these conditions
and also answer the question of what
would become of the farmers' grain
if the manufacture of alcoholic bev-
erages was prohibited by law.
Beautiful tributes were paid to the
memory of Mrs. Susan B. Anthonq.
In her early career, misunderstood.
scoffed, and jeered, she had lived to
be understood and command the re-
spect of those who bad scoffed. at and
jeered her. What higher tribute can
be paid to a life than this?
In ;852, Miss Anthony aided in or-
ganizing the first woman's state tern
peranoe society. After the civil war
sbe devoted her entire time to the
cause of woman suffrage, believing
this to be the gabeway.through Whieh
other great refortn would soonest en-
ter.
In January, iS, Miss Anthony
visited Paducah and gave a lecture in
the old Chrtilteih. Although a
stormy night an immense crowd- was
present. She and her private secre-
tary, Mrs. Carrie Chapman Oat,
were the guests of Mrs. Dorothy
Koger during their stay, and each
left her autograph in Wes. Koger s
album which is highly prized by the
owner. 
Mrs. Catt succeeded Miss Anthony
as president of the national woman
suffrage association on the resigna-
tion of the latter and was a most
worthy successor
The next meeting of the union %ill
be devoted to medical temperance




H. BAKER CONFERRED IT
UPON ED P. NOBLE .
YESTERDAY.
Harry P. Linn Filed His Commis-
sion as a Notary Public—Deeds
Lodged for Record.
R. II. Baker has conferred pearl
of attorney to FA P. Noble, and the
document was yesterday lodged with
the county clerk.
Notary Public.
Harry P. Linn filed with the cumin-
ty clerk his comnissidh as a notary
public.
Property Sold,
Property lying on Clark near
Fourth streets has been sold by Ed
and Lucy Foster to Mattie and I.il-
lie Norvell for Some and the deed
filed yesterday for record.
Property in the Rock and Tully
addition was sold by D. W. Redden
to J. D. O'Brien for $t.
I Elsie and Harry Grace sold to
Emmett S. itagby and others for
141,402.37 their Interest in property
on Broadway between Seventh and
'Ninth, their interest in another piece
of property on Third near Washing-
-"Ttron
the county on the Paducah and
Lovelaceville road.
Lee McIntosh sold to J. F. Kinney
for $575 property. in Mechanicsburg.
Former Mayor Asbbridge Dead.
Philadelphia. !Arch 24.—Former
142YOr Samuel H. Ashbridge died
early today at his home in this city
from a. cdmplication of diseases. He












Through exceptional good forome in our wholesale buying we are en-
abled to offer you values this spring that are without precedent in the'
history of Paducah retailing.. The very newest styles and patterns in
fabrics and in garments are here for much less than goods o flike quali-
ties can be bought for outside of the wholesale houses. Keep this fact




A steady incoming procession of
fresh daily shipments keep this dress
goods stock always up-to-date, always
interesting, no matter how often you
drop in.
IQ inch Kaikai Silks in small checks,-
for Ladies and Children's dresses,
Per yard  49c
Messaline Finish Silk, 25 inches wide
in black and white, per yard..5oc
Novelties in Dress Silks
at  t5oc, 75c and ji.00
Cream White French Serge ....75c
Novelty White Serge, with black
checks  —4--   eitec
Steel Grey Mohairs, 36 inches
wide $1.00
SPLENDID WASH FABRICS.
No printed words tan truly picture
the rich and 4ainty beauty of these
fine wash fabrics, it will be an artis-
tic feast for you to look them over -
and we'll be right glad to show
them.
Beautiful Organdies at
  ac, 4oc and soc
Neat styles in Lawns and Batiste
at   toe
Good values and styles in Ginghkins
at ..... t-3c, roc and isc
Novielty Waistings, all white
at  is, me and tsc
White Lingerie cloth, 36 inches
wide .. 25e
•••••111111.1
UNDERWEAR AND HO6E, V
I 
Lap over the edges of Winter and
Spring with these medium weight
I undergarments and hose and you'll
'likely save yourself ail annoying cold.
Children's fast black Cotton
Hose.. ...... ......
Boys' -healey ribbed black' cotton
Hose.. .... .." .............. 15e
Ladies' fast black seamless
Hose.... ............ 15c
Ladies' ribbed vests and
Rants.. ............ a5c
Mens' cotton ribbed vests and
Pants 35c
Smart Spring Earrnents
Here is the latest word in stylish
Suit creatfons,—.Paris could show
nothing newer. Many of them were
itiade 'exclusively 'fiir us, alittle bet-
iir, a tiifle more smart and much
Aner valpes than the ordinary. It




...... $44.5o to $a5oo
Ladies' Tailor-made Covert
Jackets at..... ...... $6.00 to $13.00
Ladies' Wool Skirts
at &on to $12.00
Ladies' rillack Silk Skirts
at $1a.00 to $t&o,
SAVING SPECIAL&
Specials that will appeal to ever y thrifty woman who reads this Pa-
per.
19 inch Black Taffeta, a 6sc value, for .....  
4i
Genuine Rajah Silks, regular $1.25 value. for ,  
9
Special values in imitation Torchons and insertions, per yard 
Flowered Ribbons, ,VA inches wide, per yard s „1
White crepe Cotton Towels, fringed, each 
5
  5c
Men's Fain Brack Seamless Socks, 15c or 2 for 25C
Violet Talcgra 'Powder   SC
D. M. C. Embroidery Cotton, in skeins  IC
L. B. Ogilvio ofib Co.,
AGENTS FOR BUTTERICK PATTERNS
BROADWAY AND FOURTH
WHERE YOUR MONEY GOES FARTHEST.
PITTSSURO COAL CO. PADUCAH.OPPICIt 1211 BROADWAY
••••








Paducah Transfer Company) *, (lacuiporatod.)
General Cartage Business,
5uperiorriFacilitlesifor Office






"Dummy" Burson writes that be
is not coming here for trial, but that
he is coming h.ere for play. He seems
positive that he will have no difiiculty
in making good.—Vincennes Capital]
, MITI-Cue Paducah does' not count
much on Dick Brahic, he generally
holds his own in all games in which
he participates. •Dick would look I
well in a Vincennes uniform, but!
there is no chance of Lloyd turning,
1,-1%-.—VincenneA Ca?itat
Well this is another case of having
to go away from home to get th:
news. Brahic is always counted on
and he is one 9f PiAdUCah.S, best
twirlers.
The latest from Eddie Kolb and
Louie Barbour is that they will rriak:
their 1506 appearance in Vincennes
either on April or 2. If you will
examine your calendar you will find
this is not far way.
Lane should make a gpod twirler
for Cairo this seasou. He heti a
little of everything last season except
control, and with hard work this
spring he ought to be able to get it.
The Vincennes Capital says:
"Although too ill to leave his room
yesterday, President Gosnell, with
his face hidden behind a bush in thc.
shape of a good growth of beard, got
down to baseball business and did a
little flguri. Not having been able
to get to a barber shop for more than
a week, it kept him busy brushing
back the beard, but he finally got en-
ough of it out of the way to see the
list of applicants for the positions
of umpires, and after an hour's study
picked out his men. He was not
ready, however, to make the list pub-
lic, but this will be done within the
next three days, providing something
unexpected does not happen. He also
hae the names of his scorers picked
y• -•,,' •••• ' ::':! • a:•noil1,e.2.I 1i
at the same time as he does those of
the umpires." '
Lem Donovan has signed a con-
tract for lot*, it hiving reached
President Goonell yesterday, and in a
letter with it he states that he will
report when ordered to do so, says
the Vincennes Capital. Donovan was
the star outfielder of the league last
season, but somewhat weak in hit-
ting. If he can increase his batting
in the spring practice he will be
certain of a position, but as there will
be at least five candidates for the out-
field he will have to go at a good
gait to hold ,his own. The best three
men in the bunch that will report
liere wilt. be chosen for the outfieli
and the new man will be giveg as
much consideration as the old. There
Are nOvi Ateteen men under; con-
tract and it is doubtful if any more
are signed until it is seen whether a
team can be gotten out of the nine-
teen.
A
. WATTERSON AND FRANCIS
WILL MATCH THEIR WITS
Louisville, Ky., March 23.—From
the responses and acceptances al-
ready received, it is estimated that
several thousand visitors will be in
Louisville daring the "borne-coming
week" reunion, June 13 to 17, ar-
rangements for sebieh are nearing
compkt
An elaborate programme has been
prepared. The address of welcome
at the formal evercises will be de-
livered by Henry Watterson, and the
response will be by former Governor
KILL MOOSE FOR PICTURES
New Brunswick Guide" Bewail the
Desecration of Canaan
Woods.
David R. Francis, of Missouri.
The statute of Stephens Collins
Foster, the author of "My Oki Ken-
tucky Home,' erected by the pennies
of Kentucky school-children, will be
unveikd, as also will be one of Dan-
iel Boone.
Among the former Kentuckians,
who will appear on the programme
during "home-coming week" are
John G. Carlisle, William I.indsav,
Preston H. Leslie, Thomas T. Crit-
tenden, former Vice President Adlai
E.. Stephenson, Senator Shelby M.
Cullom, Associate Justice John M..
Harlan, of Washington, and many
others.
SHORT STORIES
-TALE OF A "STUFFEW
"Yodel" "staled" papers tar a ItTles.
In case the reader does not understand
• es, hat this art is, it will be explained
that the "stulhns" of newspapers is
on. of the most laborious branches of
work connected with the great Sunday
issues The magas.ne, comic, want ad
and other sectioes of the Sunday pa-
per are printed earlier in the week, anti
from Thursday until Sunday morning
dozens of hands are kept busy insert-
ing these parts into one harmonious
whole.
even the Latest type o/ tresses c1i.
not perform this plass of work, which
offers emyloyment to many newsboys
and inhabitants of "Newsboys' aliey,"
who earn as much as elf in four days'
time. Of this class was "Yodel."
Dos's is the suleerransan depths of
Patoer ogee, with the roar of the
splint presses reverberating in his sari
worked this representative type of the
"alley." At the surround.ng table'
• three other "sieepouts" labored. and
while they labored they sang. Una
day "Yodel" chimed In the choruses
and then started to yodel after the
fashion of the Swiss singers whom he
tad heard from the gallery seat of s
vaudeville (heater.
High above the noises of the presser
his voice rang out, and every one o:
the 60 "stutters" stopped their were
and stared at him in astonishment
Then every one seemed to simultane
crusty start their hands to cladping
"Y(del" was the boy's name there
after.
"Big" Bill, the foreman 'of Om
"stuffers," was the only one who die
liked "Yodel." Something about the
lad's delicate face acted on his coaro
nature like a red rag waved in the
face of • bull. In that room. where et
ery inmate had an interestIng stor3
of 14. -fernier Me te-telli-•itlf-estlely wee
Instinctively recognised u having fal
len from a higher estate.
"Big" Bill knew this, and the ho)
always irritated him. On a busy Sat.
urds.y afternoon "Yodel" had just fin
ished warbling with his birdlike voice
.when "Big" Bill stepped up to him.
"You want to cut that Out!" he cried
'I've stood it six weeks an' I ain't go.
In' to stand It any longer. The boyt
can't do their work while they're lis
tening to you. If you ever make thai
noise, you call yodeling, asain—i'll An
rws. 'eel"
"Yodel" did not reply to this tirade
for he did not want to lose his posi-
Lion. But when the foreman ha4
walked away "Yodel" was surrounded
by a group se sympathisers.
"That fellow don't like me," he said
"Why, my old man used to ordet
Around dozens of fellows like him."
;'What did you run away from home
for, "Yodel?'" 'eked • sympathetic lis-
tener. (ff,
"I don't know. Juk got tired of it,
')I guess," answered e waif. "Had a
swell home up-pa J)Iversey street, but
Canaan woods have been desecrated,
the guides and residents of the prov-
ince believe. They have been opposed
to the invasion of hunters, but when
a moving picture machine was brought
Into the sacred preserves of the woods
they felt that all bounds had been
passed.
The Canaan woods, a vast tract in
the heart of New Brunswick, probably
contains more moose than any other
tract of the same extelit in the world.
Some weeks ago a party came here
from Boston in a private car and there
Was much speculation concerning the
uses of a queer looking machine that
formed part of the outfit. Dr. Heber
Bishop, a railroad man. of Boston, who
has v141t.?ti Canaan wcods regular-
ly for several seasons, was the leader
of the party, and with him were It. E.
Follett, head of the New England Fish
and Game a,ssoriation; C. Everett
Johnson, F. T. Marion, artist,- and. G.
W. Bitzer, of New York, and Hanle 13.
Coe, of Boston.
"Must be one of them Getting guns,"
said Charley Coates, viewing a strange
niece of apparatus. Charley 's opiniou
was accbpted and loud murmurs of pro-
test arose, until It was explained that
the strange thing was a moving-picture
machine. The party proceeded to Jim
Ryder' camp. far back in the woods
On one of the lakes.
Mr. Follett and Mr. Johnson spent
one night in a crows' nest calling
moose. About daybreak one of the
guides hurried into the camp with the
news that moose weee,e,nswering their
sails. The picture machine was bur-
ned out to the crows' neat, but
eon and Follett had already gilled a
1,200-ppund bu41,,,.meast4riug 64 inches
across the antlers. They went through
the motions OT killing.the huge animal
again for the benefit of the picture
machine.
Dr. Bishop had even better luck; he.
was paddling in a birch bark canoe
with two guides when a moose came
swimming toward the craft around a
point. The picture machine happened
to be set up on shore, and an excellent
picture of Dr. Bishop killing the ani-
mal was taken. This was his twenty-
eighth moose. A mile of film was ex-
posed, making between 40,000 and 60,-
000 single pictures.
sot roe inuomong mum an armee
tO the alley."
"Thlat'll whin Big Bill goes," said
another "staffer," ''up on Diverney
street to see his girl. I heard him
Wiling Johnson about it."
"Diversey street is a long thorough.
Care," replied "Yodel," and the whole
crowd laughed.
Saturday night • press broke down
and delayed the "stuffers." Finally
when papers again began to appear on
the table the boys were kept busy
working like Sends to get the mail edi-
tion out. Nobody sang or whistled;
every one was laboring like • Trojan,
and no one noticed that Big" Bill was
showing a group of friends the sights
of the "stuffing" room. "Yodel"
glanced at the party, and his face
paled, while his 'eyes glittered with ex-
citement. as he looked at the face of
• girl in the group.
"Now, watch the tun," he whispered
to his right-babel fellow worker, "Yo-
del" threw back his head aid caroled.
Up, up—high above the noises of the
mailing room rose his silvery voice,
and every one looked around in aston-
ishment.
QUEER PARISIAN RESORT.
ILeirtanrant Where the "Arboreal"
Tendency of Han Is Ca-
tered To.
HAND-FILtSSED- LEMON OIL.
Only Way of Extracting the Flavor-
ing Matter from the Bind
of the Fruit.
—
"Thl _nil of lemon," said the spice
merchanc."15 an exquisite thing. It is
hand-pressed—pressed by hand out of
lemon rind. Smell it."
The odor of the clear oil, says our
tnformant, suggested sunlit lemon
groves miles in extent on a mountain
side overlooking the blue sea.
"I'll tell you bow the oil of lemon it
extracted," he said. ",A man sits witb
a sponge in one hand and pr piece oi
fresh lemon peel in the Other. He
presses the peel against the sponge
giving it finally a certain difficult and
dextrous twist, and this breaks the
cells in the rind, and the oil—there't
only a half drop of it—comes reluct
witty out upon the sponge.
"When the spongo ha3 tah-n up th,
dribbling. of about a hundred rinds, ii
Is wet enough to be squeezed out. Ar
ounce or so of clear and fragrant oil
then flows from it.
"There is no way to extract this oil
within a lemon rind except by squeez.
hag and twisting the rind by hand. It
takes the rinds of about 1,200 lemons,
to make one pound at oil.
"Did you, by the way, ever watch a
bartender bold a piece of lemon peel
over a cocktail, and give the peel a
sudden. quick twist? Well, he wee
then flavoring the cocktail with oil 01
lemon, though the quantity he extract
ed was so small as to be quite invisi
tile.
"Imagine doing that bartender twia
until you had collected a quart or so ot
this rare oil."
A shrewd but unscientific person
once complained that Darwin had
omitted fro mists "Descent of Man" one
of the principal facts which would sup-
port his theory of an "arboreal emcee-
asd that was the isherent 
peèiity or nuaakiad to climb trees, say'
the New York Tribune.
Whether this proclivity shows du
scent from some simian ancestor whe
"nightly climbed his family tree, and
On the top reposed," one may leave
Darwinians and anti-Darwisiann to de-
aids, but the fact that "Robinson," tne
extraordinary Paris suburb of dwell-
ing" and restaurants in trees, has ex-
isted for over half a century, and still
flourishes, may be taken as proof that
Lb. manta for tree climbing endures.
"Robinson" was discovered in the
year 11144 by a man named Guesquin.
It was then a wild and unfrequented
spot, seven miles south of Parts, and a
mile or two from the pretty little vil-
lages of Sc,eaux and Fontenay-aux-
Roses. A lane ran along the side of a
hill • little below the summit, and was
bordered by a huge elm and chestnut
tree—an odd corner of the great forest
which once encircled Paris for many
miles.
He bought some land therelentirely foe
his own benefit, and not for that of his
rare guests, nailed beams to the largest
limbs of the stateliest tree on his tiny
"Big" Bill's face turned red as fire, estate, some 80 feet above the ground,
and he hastened over to the boy, fol- and on these erected a summer house
lowed by the rest of his friends, reached by a wooden stair, where he
"I'll fire you!" he shouted. "I told could sit of an evening to smoke his
you not to holler any more, didn't I? pipe and enjoy the lovely view of the
For two cents I'd throw you out the Seine valley. .
door—" I Being hardly more than • couple of
But the newsboy was not listening hours' walk from the great University
to "Big" Bill. Neither was the rest tor the Sorbonne. it chanced that a stn.
of the group. The girl was staring at I dent who was taking a walk one Sun-
"Yodel" and "Yodel" was smiling back day afternoon found out the spot, was
at her. i ! pleased with it, and came again, bring
"Henry!" she screamed. "Why,' lug some of his comrades. They in
Henry!"
" ; 
turn told others, and in a few weeks
Hello, sister," said "Yodel." "Say, Guesquin's aerial restaurant became a
do you go with this big dub?" he favorite resort of the collegians.
rnorted defiantly. "I'll come back
home If you'll promise to turn him
down!" Pulque 
Brandy.
--------- - Ptelque hflitedy desert-bed as a die-
bolical decoction from a species 431"You ought to have seen Big Bill,"
said "Yodel" the next day, when, re- 
splendent in a new suit of clothes, he 
cactus that if left on a desert island
strolled back to the "alley." 
by itself would raise a riot. Fortin
tried to square himself. but site passed
"lay. he hhtelY for cisilisadon, this fiery 
pp.
him up. It was no go after what / told 
Lion has not become an article of cam.
her. Me? Oh, I'm going back to 
merce, but is distilled and drunk by
school. No more stufilin' for mine."— 
low-grade Mexican half-breeds and
renegade whites of oil Mexico, who
Chicago Record-Herald. can lay claim to a useful place in
nature only by exterminating eacn
Handicapplid. other.—Portland Oregonian.,
There was a slight gale and some talk 
of shipwreck. Salt Beef Barred.
drummer, "I can keep right on selling 
Indicative Of the radical changes that
"Well, if we go down," said the corset
straight fronts to the mermaids." 
are being made In the British navy is
"No chance for business for a. how- 
this reoent statement by the admiralty:





"No more contracts for supply of salt
beef have been entered into, as it ha*
"I sell slIppers."—Chleago Sun, 
j been decided to abolish this article
of diet." Cold storage takes the place
nuM- 
of the beef barrel.
Rodriek—There is certainly a
Possibly to Absorb Them.
bee of blots on some of the big inaur-
ance con4rns these days.
Van Albert—By Gentile, T wonder if
that is why the insurance con/Daniell
give out so many blotters as &dyeable,
LAU; t
Touched Him.
"Did that magnetic 'healer do ytill
good?"
"Yes, he did me good and plenty;
merely touched me, and made me give
dows."—Itinaift toiti_
SCENTED LUBRICATING OIL
Used for the Bearings of the Deli-
cate Drills Employed by
Dentists.









MavkLM te 315 13r2Fslway
"No, we don't perfume axle grease.
nor do we scent the oil used on the
Journals of freight cars" said the deal
6r, "but there is one lubricating oil
that we do scent, and that is the fine
oil used on dentists' drills.
"Such drills, Lay little drills of beau-
tiful workmanship, are made nowa-
days for use in every possible position.
There are drills thett project from the
shaft at a right angle, this being made
possible by the daintiest little bevel
gearing you ever saw, within the drill
head. Others are set at an obtuse,
angle, and others, again, are set at an
acute angle.
"With one or another of these vari-
ous drills you cap drill out • hole In
any tooth in any direction, up or down
or from the front or the back or the
side, but of courue the little drills
wouldn't run smoothly or nicely with-
out lubrication, and you wouldn't want
to pot fish oil in a patient's mouth,
already Watering enough, probably.
"So here is where scented lubricat-
ing oil is used, on dentists' drills—on
the solid part, within tne casing that
constitutes the handle, attached to the
end of the flexible shaft and on the
dainty gearing at ths head of the drill
Itself—fine oil that is scented with
!est a touch of attar of roses.
DOG'S NAME IN DMZ:TORY
_
Utica List Contains One with Occu-
pation Given as That of
Watchman.
"Robert Badger°, watchman, No. SI
West street," is the way It read in the
UtTca city directory, and the woman
who responded to the bell call told
the man at the door that "Bob" was in
says the Philadelphia Public Ledger.
"I'd like to see him," remarked the
caller, for be was in search of a watch
man for his establishment.
"Here Bob! here Bob!" called tht
woman, and a lively bull terrier rushed
Into the hall.
Anil then the woman laughed, for
the Robert Badgero In the directory
as none other than "Bob," the mas-
cot of the Utica lk Mohawk Valley Rail-
way company, who had been listed in
the directory as a "watchman" because
that's just what lie was.
Bob is probably the onlyglog on ree
ord who has his name in a city direc
tory. ,He is the property of Milford
Badger°, private secretary of Genera)
Manager Allen, of the street railway
He is known by all employes of the
line, and is always a vielcome passen
ger, who need pay no fire.
A short time ago Bob went to Rome
with the company's claim agent ano
became strayed there. When the claim
agent reached home Bob was there
He had taken an earlier trolley.
The Chauffeuse.
He lay prostrate In the dust.
"Vas!" he cried, "you have  broken
my heart!"
Her dark eyes, wild with fright
questioned mutely the ambulance sur
geon.
"No," he said: "It's only twee ribi
aid the left shoulder blade."
With an exclanistion of relief the
chauffeuse, or lady alatomobilist, pullet
the lever and sped on —Philadelphia
Bulletin.
Haunting Fear.
'Yee, there is one cloud on My to
"What Is that?"
"I do so fear that when I hays
worked so hard to make a name to gi
down to posterity they may go an,
put me in a hall of fame."—Baltimoo
American,
Not Worried.
"They say the race is growing small
er every year," observed the scientist.
gravels.
"That doesn't cut any figure!'
Chirped lineman. "Nowadays a mat
Is Menai red by the size of his pocket
b.•10"--Ditroli Rife, Press.
TO ADVERTISE OUR NEW PLACE OF BUSINESS I OFFER
THIS GREAT SALE OF WALLPAPER AT MANUFACTURER'S
PRICES. THIS SALE BEGINS MARCH 26TH, ENDING SATUR-
DAY MARCH 31. IT HAS BEEN SAID THAT GREAT OPPORTU-
NITIES COME TO EVERYONE. BUT MOST PEOPLE FAIL TO
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THEM. SUCH WALLPAPER OPPORTU
NITIES AS THIS SALE AFFORDS ARE NOT LIKELY TO EXIST
AGAIN FOR MANY HOUSE CLEANING TIME& NOW IS THE
fIME TO BUY. SHREWD BUYERS DON'T GIVE OTHER PEO-
PLE MUCH TIME TO GET AHEADD OF THEM WHEN SUCH
BARGAINS AS THESE ARE OFFERED.
5c PAPER @ aVacts. PER ROLL.
Sc PAPER @ acts PER ROLL.
roc PAPER AT 7 cts PER ROLL.
15c PAPER AT iscts PER ROLL
WE CARRY A LARGE AND COMPLETE LINE OF PICTURES,
FRAMES, MOULDING AND WINDOW SHADES IN ALL COLORS
AND MADE TO ORDER IN ANY SIZE, WE ALSO CARRY A
LARGE LINE OF ROOFING AND BUILDING PAPER AND CAN-
VAS AND TAX, ,it
PEOPLE OF TASTE ALWAYS COME TO US TO FIND WHAT
THEY WANT. REMEMBER THE DATE AND PLACE.
"
- march 7hó 31St.
C1 1" 311 Sway.
ANINVITATION.
To our frienda and patrons:
It is with pleasure we announce
the formal opening of our new store
and factory at 131-133 North Fourth
Street, March 29th, 3oth and 31st.
We will give . an . electrical
show ,on those dates.. A great many
manufacturers of electrical novelties
will have on display a line of their
specialtits. We will also have in
operation the many new automatic
machines for manufacturing our nov-
elty specialties. . Our automobile
showroom will also be an attraction.
Thanking our many .friends .for
past favors, we remain, very truly, .




30 sour THIRD ST. :PADUTWT.(1.
$8.150 per pair.
To Intpodroo
We Will doll Neils, TACKSOR CASSYou Sans WON'T LET
Pulp fop OUT THE AIR
(case INITI4 011 011111 tads)
NO MORE TROUBLE FROM PUNCTURES.
Result of 15 years experience in tire
making. No danger from THORNS. CAC-
TVS, PINS, NAILS? TACKS or GLASS.
Serious punctures, like intentional knife cuts, can
be velcaelsed like any other tam •
Two lismired Thema/ pairs ow la acted OIL Over
liseenip-tre Theme/ pairs geld 11110 Yew-
0 I
=rty tied V terns, til have received our complete Free Cols-
8,111.01F any ether inantirecturee or dealer is the world.
DO NOT NUT A wenn"
Olustrating and ever, kind of high-grade and low-grade
1100%.11.1%e TIMM at& WW1= AI=
tO write for ourciagig rain 111 131101;altakigue—
at see price,
from ernte,
CEN . id it Witi. Ott VII
bicycles, old patterns_ and Wad untied*, and learn of our remarkable 1.0W
4 
PMIOdeano wondeitfW WNW sues. made possible by selling from factory
direct to rider with set Mita.
-
P low 10 Days and make other liberal terms which no ,,t r
411NIP ON neltrZIL weeded end itycatil, Pay the Freight and
10 I 
able information byelsaply writing us • postal.
We need a Maw aspesed in every town and can oder an opportunity
se in the world will do. Too will learn everything and get moth val,u.
to make monsytillimitshis young men who apply at once.
$8 0 PUNOTURE-PROOF TIREs N
Pries $ .80 
$4.80
PER PAIR
WOW* the thick robber tread
"A" ..d puncture strips -n-
and "ti," else rim strip 'ON"
.1aarsitani. rim outtind• TAM




all . It is lively and easy rMade 
of rehear, widish never becomes porous and which closes up-Small punctures
e ha sin iding, very durable and lined inside
without allowing the air la =nape. We have hundreds at Meters from satitilled adtoniern stating
that their tires have only biles pumped up once or t whole mason. ray weigh no more than
as ordinary tire, the-vaster* misting qualities by several layers of thin. specially
prepared fabric on thetrasd. That "Molding hack" mostly felt when riding on asphalt
er soft F overellent_ter the patent "Braket ve" which prevents all air from being
le p.p par pain lute Tee peepsees we ale snakier, • *eclat factory price to the rider
out Winona ware the reed thus overanning all suction. The regular price of these
Lao not pay oast vent you have examined and tome them strictly as representedonly $4.le per pidr. an isdpper Buse day better is 1....1.4Le W
e ship CO. D. go approval.
We will allow•eash diseet1140 a per cent (thereby making the price 114.55 perrztord) if you send




Cielle711 JO Tureit in lie of beetiss=aita knife cuts close,.or heavymigafusher). 'I?i to(fille returnedat
at gum eapense If WM rel.= they gee not satisfactory o, traniinatit n.
Seeker ,
We eveirpresnre end mosey met hit Us is as sate as in a bank. Ask your Postmaater,
t Agent or the Mienr of this paper shout us. If you order a pair of
these thee, you wdrillialv"that 'they will ride easier, run fester, wear better, last longer and look
Sew theses, the yeateve ever used or nee at any 'price. We toyer that you will be so well pleased
Idiet when yes leant • hierelle will give as your order. We want you to send no • small Wei
Seder at mice, hems this Me tire offer.
00ASTIER-BRAKES, billit-srbesas. amdall4k PsdidaidPirte tad "rim' 
and
everythingin the bicycle line are so by us at hal thessus
prices diarged by dealers and repair men. Write for our big IMINDRY catalogue.Dip NOT w but write us a postal today. DO NOT THINK or BUYING a
bicycle or • pair of tires from anyone uhtil you know the new us4
wonderful offers we are making. It only cents a postal to learn everything. Write it NOW.








At ttegister Building, 523 Broadway.
LAMES E. WILHki-M, President.
JOHN WILHELM, Treasurer.
"ROBINT S. WILHELM, Secretary.
Entered at the postoffice of Padu-




One Week  
American members of the Inter-
national - Waterways Commission.
a Liout one-third of the water of the
! falls is being diverted under grants
fur water power.
. Another Cause for Opposition. .
Extra session, eXra expense; ex-
tra expense, extra tax; extra tax,
extra indignation. But the ma-
chine thinks it is people proof. It
will find its mistake.—Paducah
News-Democrat.
And nobody but an anti-adminis-
 $5.00 tration paper or a cross between a
2 .$41 Republican, Populist and Democrat
  1.25 would make any such remark
 .20 about the "extra session" etc., for
-as much as a thim-
Anyone failing to receive this paper
any man with
regularly should report the matter to 
bleful of brans can see the abso-
The Register office at once. Tele-
lute necessity for the extra session.
phone C erland
The rec'iliers or whiskey tamper-
ersumb  and diluters, the good extrac-
tors and poison injectors, the men
who turn out rot gut whiskey and
sell it for "pure stuff," should bear
their proportion of the expenses of
state government, and Governor'
Beckham is to be congratulated
imon having sufficient bagicbone to
call an extra session and Make
these fellows put up or pull out.—
Wickliffe Yeoman.'
171-Y—Morning, March 25, 1o6
Lotalsoille's Telephone Vicaory.
'The ,Cumberland Telephone Com-
pany at Louisville has capitulaied.
Early last week the lower board of
the general council of that city gave
first passage 116"'ati'bfillinance fini
t .sotione,..rates Ass that city.,(roal
he....Quilierland people set wis7tiee
, _ ex $1111tar-Inr• 7 • •••••
PleigelitAhe city could not fik the
i:a714rtnlie city went right ahead, .
anyhow. The ordinanee fixed .the
rate for a desk phone at $3 pit.'
month and .onfer telephones in pro-
portion: The Cumberland Com-
pany, so we are informed, is charg-
ing $6 per month for depk phones
in .that, city. At any rate in less
than 44,..licuars after the action of the
corned, the Cumberland people
opened negotiations with the city.
and ,ptfree d to a compromise fixing
thel.de ler desk phones at $4 per.
month: The matter is now being
considered by the city of Louisville.
This Instance is another illustra-
tion of how quickly any city may
brink bulldozing • and impudent cor-
porations to terms if the general
council will only 'assert its power
and authority. Chicago fought it
out in the courts with the telephone
company there and won: That city
also brought the street railways to
terms through a decision of the su-
preme court of the United 9tates.
All over the country other cities are
forcing the apublic utility corpora-
tions to give the people a 'square
deal. And where a city permits it-
self to be domniated by a corpora-
tion the fault is with the members
of the general council who either
1
have not the courage to perform
4heir duty or prefer to use.their of-
fice to serve the corporate interests.
Is Paducah the East Tennessee
Telephone Company, which is the
same company known as the Cum-
berland in Louisville, has _assumed,
an insolent attitude towards the city
and refuses eecn to procure a fran-
chise, arrogating to itself the right
to do. business here without any rc-
straidlik whatever, and for years has
rurr its bluff on the city. Now, mark
you, whenever the city takes the
proper legal steps to assert its
authority and pother, the East Ten-
nessee Telephone /Company will
quickly get down off its perch ansl
gladly -.Seek terms from the city.
TY.a.,7 , ,;:ll :4,t in.. Latlisvi;le and they
will do it in Paducah whenever they
undeestand that the city authorities
mean business.
By the - way if that company can
fiord .to furnish desk phones
t ons,. . why. shoul .Paducahd 
at
ottisyille . for $4 with 10,000




The Yeomen is correct at far a;
..
it goes, but it does not fully account
for the iOpPositioa: of, , the Paducah
News-Democial to the 'extra session
of. the IFgislat. u. re...-The Yrontait
Sill better fifideritfarld the impoeitleit''. .
'of the News-Democrat, .when it...•
learns that among" its chief. stock-
holders is. to be found "rectifiers , or
whiskey tamperers and diluters."
As a general thing ,f rectifiers of
whiskey grow rich; for in the busi-
ness of adulterating whiskey it is
lilo• laying down one dollar and pick-
ing up four. Whiskey at its best is.
a curse, but when it has passed
through the rectifying process it i$
a v'rile agent of death and 
I 
dampers 
tion, destroying manhood and paws.
erizing the family. Men who ac-
cumulate money it :Vika, way ate
1•• .• w .
1
*lauded by some papers and people
as "progressive men And valuable
citizens;" while aptiacaa large number
of others are most decidedly not of
that opinion, but lut lthem in theoa.
class where the
Accordng to advices from Frank-
fort the rectifiers ig 4he state rest$ ; - -
under the char
,
ge of attempting to
corrupt the legWarter, aini the spe-
cific sum of $30000 is alleged to have
been used for that purpose. The
Register, has no hesitancy in saying
that in our opirion men who profit
by adulteration that injures mankind
is not above corrupting the represen-
tatives of the people, and conse-
quently not good citizens. Hence
the Yeoman, and the public gener-
ally, wherever. elmisignd opposition
to the attempt tg Aake any certain
class pay a just and,equitable tax, if
they will but investigate more close-
4y, they are very apt to find behind
the opposition the influenre of the
very men at which the legislation is
aimed.
The regular session of the legis-
lature passed oat hundred and
fifty-nine bills. Of that number 'the
governor vetoed three, signed ohe
hundred and forty and thirteen be-
came laws without his signature, the
time for his approval having expired
before he could get to them.
'INTERSTATE
GATHERING
The .:M'uttial- Life Insurance com-
pany, is after the MeCurdys, the
former president of the company, his
son and son-in-law. The company
&spends a refund of $3.125,000, for
nnauthorizedatialarics and excessive
commissions received by that family,
together with $202,50o political cam-
paiser contributiggei Here's hoping
they will be forced to disgorge.
If political contributIdns by in-
surance companies is larceney, as de-
fined by a New York judge send the
offenders to jail where they belong.
Every time a wealthy criminal is
jailed, it helps the morals of the
country.
Commercialism bids fair to de-
stroy the wonders of Niagara Falls.




The New Lodge For Jersey Will
Be Instituted Two Weeks From
Next Tuesday Night
The arrangements committel It
making excellent progress in prepar-
ing for the annual gathering hare
April 26th of the Interstate Odd Fel,-
lows association and which' will bring
many hundred visitors and delegates
to. the city. Today at the Fraternily
building another meeting will be held
by this committee which consists of
members of all the Odd Fellow or-
ganizations of Paducah, During -.the
session the programme will be com-
pleted aii6 all features possible, ar-
ranged.
The committee has al-ready gotten
a rate of one fate -inc the round trip
from the railroads; and this is quite
an inducement for attendance. The
interstate hody consists of Odd Fel-
low lodges in Southern Illinois. In-
diana, West Kentucky and Ten-
aaarrastaraa r.:
,:ssee, Southeastern Missouri, and
KOrtbeastern Arkansas.
TI$ e teuvenir 1. ad s have
dered. from the Keystone Badge com-
pany of Reading, Pa. There are
,t Wit hundred of them and they will
be here within the next week or two.
The officials two weeks ago sent a
letter to every lodge belonging to the
association, requesting that their. jaa
capita tax be sent head/quarters as
soon as possible, and the committee
reports this is being done earlier than
heretofore, many reports with the
Money being received.
An invitation has been extended
Deputy Great Sire E. S. Conway of
the national lodge of the United
States, to come and attend the -inter-
state session here. lie lives at Oak
Park, Illinois and a response from
him is being eagerly awaited, as his
presence is greatly desired and if he
can be present a reception will be
given in his honor, and other yttuses
arranged.
Arrangements haVid tiara Waite for
the Rebckahs totrcetaft Re4 Men's
lodge , room on Fouria. street
.for theirmeetirw..w.hiebfarie held the
same day, theythelrieir 'pritly of the
other organiaatioit. wer'
New I. 0. O. P. Ledge.
Arrangements are about oisikplete
frr the institution of .the alai Odd
Fellows lodge in Jergeyr thailt will
be installed two week; tfiarni; next
Tut-sday evening. Tilt ..-esigtiorties
will-be conducted at- the hell over
iHro, adfoot's grocery at Thirs) and
Mittel:K.4h streets where. the. Itztory
camp for the Woodmen-10f tht
hold their sessions.
3. The new lodge will statt.*O. *kb
about forty members, some of whom
are people who, now affiliate it;:ke
two other bodies, while the . in-
der are neur people who will have to
be initiated into the Organization.
The night of the institution. the
elee'tion of officers will be held.
The members going into the Dew
lodge are; W. T. Goodman, Dr, J.
S. Troutman, Samuel S. Spivey, Cie
MI Sears, G. W. Bass, Jesse C. Gil-
bert, H. J. Swofford, Robert Dunn.
George 0. Ingram. Ml. S. Price, H.
F. McGee, W. S. Sullivant, J. Wal-
lace Collimate,: Herbert P. Barksate,
S. Edwarb 11;f: S. Barnett, 1). .0.
Parker, W. S. Rutherford, T. N.
Edwards, C Mt Black, W. N. Sim-
mons, R. J. Wilson, C. W. Smith,
John Lack. E. Vasseur, C. Mt Clark,
J. S. VVereen. Chris Kolb, Arthur
Warren, R. Stewart. 111 F. Duttot,'fl.
Creek and Walter Davis.
FEAR BLOOD
POISONING
MRS. L. E. DERR IS THR/aT.
ENED WITH. THIS titirL/;
ALTO-Phst. pa
Mr. Ben Alberts Painfuillf Injured
on the Hand Yesterday at Shops
—Col. Van de Male Up.
'Friends bete will regret to learn
that Ws. L. E. Derr is threatened
with blood poisoning at the home of
her mother in Alto-Pass, Ill., where
she has gone for a visit. Shc. jj. the
wife of Forman Derr of the Ben
Ming's. printing esaablisliment on
Broadway mar Second street, and
several weeks ago while across the
river ieh tar husband spencfng the
day, she "ficcdentally shot herself
through the foot wi a rifle. After-
wards she went to her former home
in Alto-Pass, from whenc the fol-
lowing telegraphic dispatch comes:
"Whi‘e out with hoe husband and
a party of friends, Mrs. L. E. Derr,
ef Paducah. Ky., formerly Miss
Agnes Lameson, the girl editor of
this city, accidentally shot herself
through the foot with a target rifle.
She is now at her mother's home in
this city. 'Iler physicians fear blbod
poisoning.
Iiand Injured.
Mr. Ben Alberta of the car repair-
ing department, for the Illinois Cen-
tral railroad, was painfully - injured
yesterday upon his hand. He was
knocking a pair of trucks from un-
derneath a car being repaired, when
the trucks swung back again another
pair, catching his hand between
them.
Ahle_lxi_he Up.
Colonel Victor Van de Male is
able to be up at his rooms on Sixth
and Monroe streets, but cannot yet
venture out For the past week he
has suffered from severe nasal hem-
orrhages, and 'rendered very weak
from loss ofblood, but is much im-
proved now as his many friends will
be pleased to learn.
Buy "Old Terrell" the pure "still
house" whiskey, for sale at itra Jef-
ferson street, at $200, $2.50 and $300
per gallon. Quart-a and halves in
proportion.
SENATE PASSES BILL
Imposing Tax of One Cent a Gallon
on Rectifiers.
Frankfort, Ky., March '24.—The
senate, by a vote of 19 to 15, passed
the rectifier,' tax hill after amending
it to make the tax one cent a gal-
long instead of a cent and a half, as
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Would you care to lo over ,th e best assortment of embroideries
that a Paducah store ever exhibited.
From the showy patterns at s . loci ase and 25c in 'cambric edges
to the dainty match sets in nainsook and swiss we show an unrivaled
line of the very choice things of an exceptional embroidery season.
di
Corset cover Embroideries are here in a great range of patterns and
qualities at 20C, 25C, 35c, 38c, 48c, sec, 75c and up to 98c a yard.
Flouncing embroideries are here at
89c, 98c, and 8r.a5.
P5ci 35C, 45C, 55C, 68c, 75
c, 85c,
No such values have ever been offered • by Atli it any time. A great
many of the embroidery lots we show are "clew-ape" from the manu-
facturers at much less than the reg tiler priesiru,,,,;
1.4.1 4401 "
; •• • • 'Jr/ • ;Ai'
.rt b I PIG S.• "
. .
.esti vs; Evros bowl,
Arnold (weld. is a rot. New patterns Jost re-
ceived. •
• • •
PIECE • 4.4 SM.
tr• •
• a;mi —•
Special values in marcerioed whist,waistings lee efinoseis gad. sp..
. •,.
• it
Yard with percales. a good clods sad a nice IMP 401 4dMJ M
roc a yard.
It will pay
• made nekton•. .
f • . •
j
look at those goods.
n gild,
I
,:. • . arporn
PURCEILL&THOMPSON
 — I 407 BROADWAY. PADUCAH. KY:-
&Thom son
Tailor
Room 111, Fraternity Bldg.
C. MANNING SEARS, M. 0.
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BE WISE AND GruT A GOOD
CLOCK OR HAVE YOUR PRES-
ENT ONES PUT IN FIRST-
CLASS ORDER. WE DO THE
FINEST KINDS OF REPAIR
WORK ON ALL KINDS OF
CLOCKS AND WATCHES.
UR MARGES-Alltir. ALWAYS
MODERATE WE CARRY A













Water and Oil Colors,
Mottos and Calitriders
Framed right up to date ifs five min-





....of the Highest facellence....
It Appeals to the Artistic and Cultured Class and
is a "Leader" for the dealer.
D. It BALDWIN & CO.
W. T. MILLER, Agent.
520 Broadway, PADUCAH, BY.
How About Your
Office Supplies
We have a mighty fine stock of TYPEWRITER PAPERS CAR-
BONS, MANUSCRIPT COVERS. INKS. MUCILAGE. PENS
AND PENCILS, RUBBER BANDS, ERASERS, etc. As usual
our price is mighty low, mach lower than the customary retail





PADUCAH REAL E3TAT11, WESTERN /CENTUCEY PARER mai
MONTHLY PAYMINT LOTS FOR INVESTMENT. minim
KENTUCKY REALLESTATE JOURNAL AND PRICE LEIT
, FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR IT.










REV. OWEN PREACHES AT
LITTLE'S CHAPEL THIS
MORNING.





Rev. T. J. Owen will preach this
morning at L'ttle's Methodist chapel,
while in the afternoon at 3:3o o'clock
he preaches at the Methodist /Mis-
sion on West Tennessee street.
Dr. Owen S still Norking on the
plans for construction of a Metho-
dist Mission on West Broadway, but
has not yet completes! Itlite Airrs.pge-
meats which Tie expects to 'have in
definite shape by spring..s.
East Baptist Church:
Sunday school services will be
conducted this morning at 3.5
o'clock at the East Baptist church :n
Mechanicsburg, while at It a. in.
and 7:30 p. m. Rev. AllpIk
One weeb from this
other large baptizing TlThicon-
ducted at island creek by this con-
gregation. .,!.. ;mess se.:av •
Clarinda Science.
Christian Science will he held
this morning aso%zelto &cheek' at se,
Broadway, the subject to be "Un-
reality.* Nieset ,Wellilesday evening
at 7:ge o'clock the testimonial gath-
ering will he held.
Christian Church.
There will not be any meeting of
the Ladies Auxiliary of the First
Christian church tomorrow afternoon
as the members of this body at that
time will be entertained by the
Church Furnishi ▪ .at the
residence of ip gars at
.1:3o o'cloCk.'-lt open
meeting to which eve is in-
vited, but especially in honor of the
Aid Auxiliary, and during the after-
noon the following programme will
be rendered:
Vocal Solo—"Siiie to Sleep"
116. Taylor Fisher
Recitation—"How Rube Played"
 e. Mrs. Duley
Piano Solo—Selected ..Miss Lomb
Vocal Solo—"Lonssottuk" ftilnn
the "Isle of Bhong Bbong".
Agin Ethel 'Brooks
Trio—Selected................
Miss Mary Bondarant, Mr.
Clark Flondurant, Mr. Robert
Bondurant.
Cumberland Presbyterian.
Rev. Eshman Nof the Cumberland
Presbyterian church returned last
night from Tennessee where he has
been -visiting hie wife whom he left
much improved, and will return here
next month. Rev. Eshman will be in
his pulpit both morning and evening
today.
GUNBOAT SERVICE
MAYOR YEISER WILL BRING
QUESTION UP FOR SET- '
TLEMENT.
be struck off and all sold, the moncy
to go to the silver, service fund.
When the navy departmeat at
Washington, D. C., was last , beard
from, it had not then decided when
the gunboat cfkuld come here for the
visit, but now .correspondence will be
again opened between the federal
officials and the .local authorities to
see what date the city may expect a
visit from it namesake.
RHEA WILLI
RECOVER
SUFFERS INTENSELY AT THE
RAILROAD HOSPITAL
WHERE CONFINED.
Louis Starks, Colored, Got Caught







Now Week After Next the Council
Will Take Action '011 the La-
bor Renioest
Paducah will have two carnivals
next September and the amusements
in this line will be profuse and many
for the pleasure loving public, as
concessions have bcen granted by the
city boards to the Paducah Traveling
Men's club, and, also The Central
Labor Body to give festivals of -this
nature in that month.
For a while it looked as if quite a
rumpus would. be raised about the
dates of the Carnivals.," At the coati-
,
TURNS AGAINST CHAUFFEUR
Pittsburg Lawyer Has His Employe
Locked Up For Killing Boy.
=••••••••••
Pittsburg, Pa., Mlarch 24. —Attar-
ney Beal has had his own chauffeur
committed to jail on a charge of
murder, that of killing a schoolboy
last night with Beat's automobile. In
an InterVICW he says chauffeurs are
too eardess and mast be curbed.
OLIVER, OLIVER & M'GREGOR,• •
LAWYER S
OFFICES: Benton. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Padticsh, 17.
Room 114 Fraternity Building,




Rooms s and 0 Register Building,
z-a Broadway. Paducah, ley.
New Ps
'Boilermaker John p,s.ca of the cil meeting last Monday. evening the SPlifelALTIlta:
Illinois Central, was resting well traveling sea weft given by the
early this morning at the railroad municipal .authorities the . concessions Abetrealler of Titbit
hospital, but softer* considerable
pain, from tbe severe scalds 'of sev-
eral dayi ago' when escaping steam
an bet *din 'flooded him while be
was repairing the boiler of a live 4i-
glue in the local yards. Chief Sur-
geon )&urrell of the institution be-
lieves that he will get well, witless
complications develop. His condi-
tion is vel'y precarious.
ROMS Prom Wiest.
Dr. J. Q. Taylor, assistant surgeon
to the railroad hospital, will return
the lest of dile week from California
and *other Western points where he
has been on a tour for the past
month.
Caught Under Engine.
Louis Starks, colored, has been
brought -here from Princeton and
placed in the hospital for, treatment
of a broken rib, dislocased, shoulder
and hip, and other injuries. IJevas
cleaning out the ash pan 4 en-
gine and was underneath the ter
at Princeton, when another engine
accidentally crashed into the 1st isabl
shoved it backward Shirk
caught and pinioned by it.
St. Louis Excursionists.
Yesterekty and today the lamestehe
St. Louis excursionists' with— ionic
home, their tickets expiri
The'special train of nearl
to the Future treat
ever since yesterday ft
been coming back in bunches.
Wreck Preventative.
MX. Samuel Foreman -.started to
putting down the special rods needed
alongside the street car track out by
Wallace park to demonstrate his
patent for prevention of train wrecks,
but the bad weather brought the
work to a standstill. A number of
railroad officials of St. fkiittohave
promised ̀ to eenne here . tl
patent work when Mr. Foreman gets
everything ready for the demonstra-
tion. 1-fie claims the device will ob-
viate wrecks.
SECRET SERVICE MEN
The Department of Justice Will In-
vestigate Lyriching,of Chatta-
nooga Negro.
Chattanooga. Yenn., March' 24.—
The department of justice at Whsh-
ington has sent four secret service
men here to investigate the lynching
• Gunboat Paducah Ts Expected Here ta..1 NIondax night of Ed Johnson, A
sil negro prisoner, charged with assault.
an appeal in %show favor 'bad been
vet Service Will Be Presented. granted that day by the Suprem:
court of the United Stavs.
Sometime This Summer and
Mayor.. Yaiser yesterday announced
hat at the colossil meeting in April
e xsiii bring up the question of the
ity making a liberal contribution to
e (mid: for a bandeome silver str-
ict to be presented the gunboat
ducah which is expected to come
o this city sometime this summer,
n a visit to the .municipality after
hich ehe is named. The mayor in-
ends to ask for a donation of about
Ilsoo he made to the fund oet of
-which the put-chase will be made.
It is belived that a silver service of
about $1,soo will be 4ought and tic-
- along tins line will-Five tri:be
resumed immediately, as the time for
• visit of the craft is approaching.
Work of getting up the fund was
$ agitated for a itshile last year. , and
s quite a sum of money gotten up. but
the work seems to /lave been dropped
entirely, ow million people fhm your home. Callman and gave a note. to satisfy
pictures made of the, gunboat, and 
debt, with his sister, Mrs. Abuser as 3vo for further information.The city authorities have had some
probabilities tica that many more win' 
sur t . Moorman stied. Park on the EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONt
note and got judgment. COMPANY.
KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS.
initially granted for festival promo-
tem. 'which Irpesivta of perolittisiethe
tatertsianseet people collect arid con-.
vert into their private trsoi*
mosies.that would puder •ordinary
circumstances be collected by. the. city
and pat in pahlic.strong box for the
different ilsitiaaniente:yiliciwing efifye.
New last Thuteday evening the Cen-
tral lAbor. ask', "ft,117RitiSatil,m1
before the alderraen fur the 'Suite
•coacessiens lor their festival diming
Septernbar. This wits Kranted."Vhen
during thalami!: gathering there was
brought before the sklernies for
-concurrenoe the councilmanic action,
granting these privileges to the
traveling men. The aldermen turned
deem the drummers petition and re-
fused theme, the concessions and
privilegele•on the • groultd that they
dlto give their entertainment
attiring the same month of the labor
'bodies, therefore the two would con-
flict, hence the traveling men could
not get the concessions in order to
keep down possible antagonism
should both come along at the some-
time.
Thursday afternoon though Mayor
Yeiser had the aldeslnen called into
special session to give final adoption
to the tax rate ordinances and while
the members were there was again
brought op the question of the travel-
ing men wanting the concession. The
aldermen then re-considered their
Thursday night's refusal and granted
the drummers the peiviietees- and
riga Ea' eve their entertainnient.
This action makes the request bind-
ing, while now one week from next
Monday night the council will concur
in tNe aldermanic grant to the labor
unions, and this wilt put both heidreT"
in possession of privileges, and llet
them work out their own salvation as
regards the proximity of the dates
on aide}, the two affairs will he
pulled off
Don't buy polsonons ImmItation
whiskey that is made in store rooms.
Pare whiskey can only be made is
a distillery. Buy "Old Terrell" the
:lure "still house" article, made in a
home distillery, at $2.00, $2.50 and
$3.00 per gallon. Quarts and halves




List of new subscribers added by




1847—Jeffords, I). H., Res., 1912
'Broad. •
2078---Nbarshall, Bessie. Rea, 614
Tennessee:
2338---Mlaaey. J. 0., Res., 1724
Molly pc.
Like other commodities, teiepholtiet
service ehould be paid according to
its •sIue.
We have in the city about 2,1300
Fobs‘finbers or five times as many as
lhelnd _pendent Co., outside the city
within the county- we hays 63
many strhseethersres -the-In-
dependent Co. Yet we will place. a
telephone in, your residence at the
Same—ripe. the Independent Co.r.is
supposed to charge and provide t..in
addition, long distance facilities
which will enable you to reach fifty
"I t
723
Large Delegation Goes Down Today
to Jack*n on Special Train.
This morning at 6 o'clock there
leaves ENventh and Broadway the
special train to be run over, the
Illinois Central railroad from this
city to Jackson. Tenn., by the Padu-
cah KnigItts of Columbus. who go
down to the other city to be present
-today serben there is installed the





We have any style you
want, or will make
It for you.
Deputy Sheriff Htroe Ogilvie yos-
tett* levied upon Tennessee street
property of Mrs.- Vitura. Houser, to
satisfy a $oo judgment Harry J.
Mloorrnan of Mayfield got against
Judge II. G. Park. Park owed Moor-
‘,7 Istata Leis.
Ii.l.fbnnecticli With aW•tese.1..we
lila 'terries, Zarb Harts bas added•
*am d
iindy
pod will ei;stlimis to keep up the rep-
-ratios oar fatallsis has for magn




Messrs Joseph Gourieux and Hen-
ry One are home from a sojourn




Not a drink, but a seasonable prep-
aration especially adapted for coughs
and colds accompanied by fever as in
Li teipp, etc.
Very Palatable.
500. and 51. Bottles.
BACON'S
DRUG STORES.
















A Bristow. .1 
•
GUY NANCE
Undertaker and Embalmer, 'e ffneSe''
PRIVATE AMBULANCE
for Sick and Injured Only.
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET. •
OPEN DAY AND NIGHT. OLD PHONE 6eg. 
, en
NEW PHONE 334. PADUCAH, KY.
Nutt° WashingOishos
The 'nom despised dnidgery of housekeeping is the care of the
several fires and the sweeping up of the ashes and dust they pro-
duce. Unless, of course, you own a 4. IHot Water or SteanOystem
Only one fire than needed and no dust or ashes in the living
rooms. Estimates free.
Ed .11annan
Both Phones asst. 133 South Fourth 325 Ken:ucky Avenue.
 4111n1IMIEN=IjnimallINIMMINb
All Kinds Monuments and General Cemetery Work (Use
Green River Stone
THE BEST STONE ON THE MARKET for Monumental and
Building purposes, as it BLEACHES WHITE UPON EXPOS
URE AND THEN RETAINS ITS WHITENESS; does not be-
come dark and discolored.
LET ME TELL YOU MORE ABOUT IT
John S. Porteous Marble, Granite
and Stone Works.
SOLE AGENT, reilog TRIMBLE ST., PADUCAH, K.





1$3.00M43.5 I,...SHOES... I• 111111•11414,100•41108118000.11WW3ei
EVERY PAIR GUARANTEED'.











We have any style you'
want, or will make
It for yos.
leitPrmtlellas4,
RETURN OF HATCHERY FISH THRONE OF THE CAESARS.
Marked Salmon Retaken in the Co- Thought to Have Been Found by Ex-
lumbia River After Four cavaters in the Ancient
Years.
"What is believed to te the best evi-
dence of the efficiency of artificial
propagation of salmon that has ever
been secured was recently obtained by
Fish Commissioner Kershaw restive
to the operation of the hatcheries on
the Columbia river," said Deputy Fish
Cammissioner Perry Baker recently,
according to the Seattle Post-Intelli-
gencer. "Mr. Kershaw received tails
and tins of 100 salmon from a single
trap owner on the Columbia river that
were plainly marked hatchery fish.
"When the hatcheries were placed
• In operation on the Columbia river a
system of marking was adopted for
the purpose of ascertaining if any of
the salmon turned out of the river re-
turned to their native spawning
grounds, and in what length of time.
"The marked fins and tails received
by Mr. Kershaw were found to be sal-
mon that were turned out of the Kale-
'. d ": •-o^k -lea tour years
ago. The spawn of these fish was
taken in 1900 and the young salmon
turned out in 190L The fish were
marked in a manner that leaves no
doubt of this fact. The small bones In
the fins were cut dowp and a hole
punched in the tail. The cutting of
the bones In the fin is just the same
as a man losing a part of his finger
—it never grows out again.
"The Columbia river was practically
depleted when the artificial propaga-
tion of salmon was commenced o.
that stream, and the past several yeers
has demonstrated that it has been re-
stocked by some means.
"While only a part of the nigh were
marked when released from the hatch.
ones, the fact that one trio owner on
the river found at least WO of these
salmon during the past season is con-.
clusese evidence that artificial propa-
gation is the only solution of the prob-
lem to prevent the depletion of the
salmon fisheries.
"Mr. Kershaw tusked a number of
the Columbia river cannerymen and
trap operau.ss to watch for the marked
mire but ' ring the rush of the
a- .41 bt MIL arently overlooked.
esly Ise has been re-
. sd.
' 'se =petite- • the sockeye
satin. that ars sonducted at
the Be ''neha-n ill be con-
tinue. al w12.tei large number
pe sockeye '--- aced in the Nook.
sack and Ski.. Avers.
"An air pump has just been installed
In connection with the miniature
hatchery and the aquariums. It has
been found that in order to make a
success of hatching salmon and to
keep them alive running water is es-
eential. The air pump keeps the wa-
ter in the aquariums bubbling all the
time as it runs through the tanks and
off into the waste."
Not Star Spangled.
Tar and feathers is not a peculiarly
American institution, as has been sup
posed. It was Richard the Lion Heart-
ed who first proclaimed this punish-
ment. It was when he was setting out
for the third crusade that he gave
warning that "a robber who shall be
convicted of theft shall have his head
cropped after the fashion of a
pion and boiling pitch shall be poured
thereon and the feathers of a cushion
shall be shaken out on him, so that he
shall be known." At the first landing
he ass to be set ashore, no natter
woere the ship might land, and the an
sence of a rail was doubtless due to a
lack of that sort of fence. Perhaps the
western continent may still lay claim
to that tort of punishment, but the
tar and feathers are no longer out
owl.
Ugly Deer in Vermont.
It is seriously affirmed that farmers
in the northern part of Rutland county
would like permission to kill a big
ugij deer that would weigh dressed
300 pounds and has immense horns.
This terror of the woods, they say,
chases men to cover, will not yield the
right of way when he meets teams in
the rcad, and in devious ways makes
himself decidedTY eililBeigilltselleeree-
cently paid a visit to a Castleton farm-
er and, when ordered away, refused to
leave, although seven other deer that
were with him tufned and tied when
the farmer and his dog went out. The
big deer, however, was in no humar
for debate; and promptly chased the
collie into the barn.—St. Albans Mes-
senger.
Ruins.
The official Roman director of exca-
vations thinks he has discovered the
throne of the ancient Caesars, reports
the New York Times. The present ma-
jesty, ruling from the seven hills, has
been to see it, and is seemingly not un-
willing to adult its pretensions. The
only descripeon of this imperial seat
so far given Is that its covering or
ceiling is oreameuted with beautiful
small squares otetucco. ft is a raised
dais standing near the chum of Mar-
cus Curtius, et all the gorges which
wrinele the serface of the earth the
most renowned In human story.
Voltaire ren:arked that a throne was
a composition of boards and velvet,
giving thus a sign of its generally
meretiricious and transient character.
That of the Caesars, however, stands
in history for solidity and ought to be
in its elements as enduring as marble
or adamant. l'robably we shall hear
all about it or hese days, and per-
haps some Ar n millionaire will
try to import it alid give it a place
among his artistic treasures.
Lorenzo the Magnificent proposed to
bring the Holy Septecher from Jerusa-
lem and set it up as a detail of the
Menicean tomb, still the proudest of
Florentine decorations. Bringing hith-
er the Caesars' throne would hardly be
a more ambitious exploit, though Rome
may be expected to battle against the
one as Jerusalem did, and successfully,
against the other. -
First and Sant no doubt. the line of
the Caesars sat on innumerable
treehee of pride, the hurter front them
ly second to that of -the living
etrone; the sarephlreebleee. ' The im-
, erial suggestuar unearthed. by Prof.
Boni in the Forum is but one of
these, as Britain's royal -chair, going
6261n100/2%Of less authentically to the
times of /Weed, and still preserved, is
not. the only one which the line of
British sovereigety -has pressed by a
good many. A single indubitable seat
which had received' the crowned Cacti-
are, one after another, from Ottailus
to the ending of the line, would be a
trophy to accumulate upon it the glow
of history UU all ler dim courts and
aisles were flooded with its radiance.
Geeedy Seagulls.
A Nanatro fisherman had a unique
experience with a flock of seagulls sev
eral evenings ago. He reachel Nanal-
mo in an open boat containing two
tons of herring. While uptown the sea-
gulls took possession of the boat. On
his return all but 60 Sew away. This
number had so gorged themselves with
herring that the)' could not fly, but
hopped about in a state of helplessness,
The fisherman finally climbed Into the
'boat and lifted them overheard. Thep I
were able to swim with an effort, and
olont of them went ashore to iecover
from the- efforts of their feast Taoo-
Ma Ledger. ...-- • -4••••
CORN AT THREE DOLLARS.
Under the Clever Manipulation of
W0101111 It Brought That
Price.
Up in Pike county, Missouri, where
the me nare ever gallant and the wo-
men fair and full of sweet charity, a
band of modern Ruths has set a new
record price for corn, and incidentally
added to the coffers of the poor, reports
the St Louis Repnblic.
It was in Franiklierd that the price
of cora rose to three dollars • bushel
ander the clever manipulation of sev-
eral charitable women, who sold their
gleanings in the public square for the
cause of charity.
The women of the Ceimberland Pres-
byterian church of Fran kford last week
set about to rates) money for UN poor
of their city. Messrs. M. J. and S. W.
Jones offered them a load of corn from
their farm, just outside the city, pro-
vide* they would go into the field,
gather the ears and husk the grain
themselves.
The women gladly accepted the offer
and, prodcurtng a farm van and a span
of husky Missouri mules, set about
their task.
Ten women, each providing herself
with a lunch, met out one morning late-
ly at nine o'clocok, leaving !Frankford
and driving out to the Jones farm.
Driving into the Geld they started to
work, and by half-past two that after-
won had husked enough to All the
wagon to oVerflowIng
Then, after a hasty bite of lunch,
they mearneacod the return trip to
Frankford, driving into Main street,
where they auctioned off the grain.
Standing in the public square is
front of her husband's bank, Mrs. S. W.
Jones sold the core to the highest bid-
ders. When the 31 bushels had been
bold there was $70 In the hands of the
gleaners for the poor.
It was a good priee, even for Missouri
corn to have brought, but it was not
quite enough, and many of the gallant
purchasers donated their cereal pur-
chases to be resold.
Then the auction began over again,
and when the last bushel had been re-
sold there was an additional $20.50 fot
the poor, the 31 bushels having brought
• total price of $90.50.
Grades got 110cletz.
"Mrs. Witty is not In Mrs. Billyuna
set at alt."
"What's the difference between
them?"
"Mrs. Billynns says the MnItys ar.
not in such genteel business as them
selves."
"Both unade their money with tie
sante commodity."
"Yes, but with a diffeernce. The
Multys dealt In crude petroleum while
the Billyuns made their pile in refines
oil."—Baltimore American.
Hopeless.
The lost Man stood disconsolate.
"I don't care If school keeps or not,'
he lamented. "Hasn't every girl sine*
the beginning of time said she wouldn't
marry me?"
Herewith he dismally waited for the
final bust up.—N. Y. Sun.
s
Taking No Risks.
"De kunnel give you dem or boots?'
"Yes--er I &winter put 'eta on de
Stove note."
"What fere
"Tee steam de snakes out er 'eMl"—
Atlanta ConatienUOIL :. • 
HORSES THAT DIVE
TWO THAT PERFORM REGULAR-
LY BEFORE AUDIENCES.
Animals Seem to Enjoy the Fun as
Much as the People Who Witness
the Performance—Variety
ed Equine Tricks.
The intelligence displayed by many
of our animals, both wild and domes
tic, is surprising. Dogs and horses, es-
pecially, from their long association
with man, and because of their natural
temperament, can be taught a great
many interesting and beautiful tricks,
says St. Nicholas. We have all seen
dogs carrying bundles, papers, or bare
kets along the street, and know how
faithful they are In their charges,
neither stopping to play with others of
their kind, nor allowing any one but
their master to relieve them of their bur-
den. Other feats that these faithful
creatures often perform are: "Beg-
ging," "rolling ovee," walking and danc-
ing on their hind legsrand jumping over
sticks or through the arms. gorses, be-
sides performing many feats which are
taught them, often show considerable
ineelligence in unfastening gates or let-
ting down bars so that they may escape
from the pasture.
One of the most beautiful feats that
I have ever seen performed by horses is
the high diving by -King" and "Queen."
These two beautiful atimals were raised
on a western American farm. They are
both- snowy white and perfectly formed.
4,411, has dark, lustrous eyes, while his
mate has light-blue ones; both have
pinkish muzzles, and both are kept im-
maculately clean and carefully
groomed, as such valuable tnimals
should be.
It is said that they were both kept in
pastures on the opposite sides of a river,
the bank on the side on which King was
kept being high and overhanging the
water. Both animals had always shown
s‘ fondness for the water, and one would
often make the plunge into the river
and swim across to join its mate. From
watching this performance was con-
ceived the idea of training them to ex-
hibit in public, an idea which was car-
ried out with the greatest success.
A "knock-down" staging was con-
structed, and is carried about with the
horses and used at every performance;
it has an incline of about 30 degrees, and
the top is about 30 feet above the water
about two feet below the top platform
is a small one, on which the horses
place their feet just before making
tee plunge; This Is an that their bodies
may take a more vertical position, and
that they may strike the water with the
least resistance.
They-require about 12 feet of water
in which to make their dive. They are
most often shown at places *here
there is a natural body of water for the
purpose; but frequently a pit Is dug, and
the bottom is covered with canvas
which is filled with water, and in this
Improvised tank they do their "stunt"
twice daily—in the afternoon and even-
ing.
The two horses are stationed at the
point where they are to leave the wa-
ter, and one of them usually Queen first,
Ii led to the foot of the incline. With a
toss of her head, she quickly runs to the
top of the staging, looks over to see if
the course is clear, then without hesita-
tion drope her fore feet to the small plat-
form and makes the leap. They strike
the water with their fore feet extended
and the tead thrown back on the shoul-
ders, so that the shock is not unduly
great. They are under water from three
to six seconds; then, with a shake of the
bead to clear the eyes, each makes for
the spot where the mate is standing
King Is apparently prouder and more
deliberate than ()treed: he &Des up the in-
cline slowly, and pauses at the top te
look about at the crowd of people below,
often whinnying aeparently to attract
attention to himself. He makes the
more graceful dive of the two, keeping
his fore feet straight, white Queen hay
hers doubled when in the air. As soon
as they come from the water they are
rubbed dry, covered with blankets, and
let te the stable, where they are careful-
ly groomed.
Occasionally we find some one she
thinks it is cruel to "make" horses dive
from such a height; but the fact Is the:
they do not appear. to dislike it at all,
and they certainly like to be In the
water. How much more fortunate are
they than many of their kind that have
to do the hardest sort of work from
morning WW1 night, and often
upon scanty or Insufficient Wiens!
These horses have the best of cs.re, the
best of fc3d, and plenty of exercise, and
apparently are in the best of health and
humor. They have been exhibited from
the-Ade-et* -to Abe Peel-fie ocean and-in-
Europe.
Love's Labor Lost.
The automobile rushed down the
road—huge, gigantic, sublime. Over
the fence hung the woman who works
hard and long—her husband in at the
cafe and she has 13 little ones. (An un-
lucky number.) Suddenly upon the
thirteenth came the sato, unseeing, slew
him. and hemmed on unknowing. The
woman who works hard and long rushed
forward with hands, hands made rough
with toil, upraised. She paused and
t.00d Inarticulate— a goddess, a giantess
hen she hurled forth these words of
derision, of despair: "Blokn Dieu! And
I'd just washed him!"—Le Sport, Paris.
Of Course It Was.
A wedding ceremony had come to a
close. The mother sniffed convulsively,
and the bride dabbed her pretty eyes
with a handkerchief. One Of the brides-
maids was also affected to tears.
"Why do you weep?" asked a grooms-
man of the bridesmaid; "it's not your
wedding." The girl looked at hint scorn-
fully. "Thet's the reason, you stupid:"
and she sighed.—Tatler._ _ _
HOME-WRECKING PHONES.
One Man at Least Who Wishes
They Had Never Been
Invented.
Telephones, they say, are respon-
sible for more broken engagements
and bored husbands than any other
one thing. A set of men smoking
after dinner at one of the clubs this
week said so, anyway, and several of
them are in a wily of knowing. One
La literally on the verge of breaking
his engagement because the girl in-
sists upon calling him up at least
three times a day, and if he isn t
where she thinks he should be at
that hour she trails him until he is
located, says the New York Telegram.
His moat strenuous game of' bridge
Is broken into at the club by her call
on the phone; he is made to leave the
ticker to-hear her dulcet voice amid
the shouts of operators on the floor
of the exchange to ask if he still loves
her. As though this were not enough,
she call him in the morning before he
goes downtown, and if ever there was
a man on the verge of riot it is this
one.
The curious part of it is the girl,
who is old enough to know better,
cannot be made to realize that sa-
tiety Is fatal and that, no matter how
much a man may oars /or her, he does
not enjoy the sentiment daring busi-
ness iours. Moreover, he does not
care to have the yoke wired on, not
even by telephone, and women who
are prone to do this will do well to
grasp the fact and let the man feel
free. even K be isn't.
As for bored husbands: When they
are called at the aloe or afterward
every time they are late coming home,
or when the aloe boy is called upon
by an irate or distracted wife to fur-
nish information, the men after a bit
grew hot in that region of the anatomy
known as the collar. But many wives
seem to be oolivious to the effect and
trouble reigns in the household.
Fixed and immovable habits of de-
votion, by the way, sometimes have
their drawbacks. A certaits man who
has been married for more than forty
years has called his wife at noon on
the phone every day without fall from
his office since telephones were first
installed. He does not care if she is
not at home to answer, but he wishes
to find out if all is right or if she
veshes 'anything. There have been
days when for one reason or another
he was delayed for an hour or more
in calling. If his wife is at home on
that day she almost dies of nervous
prostration, for she is certain that
something has happened to him. He
has either fallen dead of heart fail-
ure or has been crushed beneath the
wheels of an automobile and she has
been a widow in her mind many times
over wisely the bell tinkles•for his call
and serenity is restored.
REMAINS TO BE PROVEN.
Colloquy of Two Ancients Which
Was Propitiate ottodern
Conditions.
Concerning this treaty, then, said
Karpicus, was it uot made with Carlos
Morales?
Of a truth, he answered, relates the
New York Tribune. I believe it was.
And was not Caren Morales the
chief of state of the Dominican repel>
Ile?
Yea. truly! What you Imply is not
to be denied.
Then what shall we say? Is it not
quits certalp that the sole object of the
treaty was to keep Morale" pere)etuely
at the head of the state! And should.
we not therefore reject It?
Inueed, it might seem so, Karpicus
be said, were it not that Morales has
now betaken himself tp flight and by
hes own act is no longer chief.
In that else. said 'eutectic shill we
not affirm—nay, shall we not even be
ready to swear by the nine gods of
war—that we have made a treaty with
chaos?
I do not follow you in that, he re-
plied, for, although Morales Is indeed
gone, the government remains un-
moved, and it exhibits unchanging by.
alty to the treaty.
But, then, Retie treaty old not avail
to keep Morales in his place, should we
not, for that reason, reject it?
By Zeus! Karpir!us! he exclaimed,
you must be what those who are to
exist about 23 centuries hence will cal,
a crank! For, first, thinking the treaty
was a cinch for Morales, you would
therefore condemn it; and how, per
ceiving it was no &rich at all for Mo.
mien, you would also on that account
e_q_ealty  condemn it! 
Yes, said KirpiCus, at -Win Tiir I
am "agin' the administration," and .t
U fitting that I should swat it both &-
coming and a-going!
But at that he swung his were
greaved leg ana Kicked Karpicus
tyaraertigs into the middle of next
week. •
Russian Woman &Wallet.
Vera Zassulich, who was expelled
from Russia, has for many years been
one of a group of leaders who, from
Geneva and other capitals, have been
dire-tine the k ettialht propaeinda in
Ruse and w o, It is said. bromide
about the present ertsts there. She
once attempted the' life of the much
dreaded General Trepoff, father of the
present general, and was the first
woman revolutionist who ever shot at
an officer -tn Roasts.
Trouble for the Tender Heert.
"Yes." said the man gently, "I
ways feel better after the. old wee
leave the trolley car. It makes
uncomfortable to tit and see
haw alg on to tee etrapi."—Intlian
oils Sentinel.
YOUNG MAN FROM JAPAN.
Knew But Pew Words of English,
Yet Knew How to Be
Polite.
The other day, at a railroad station
a Japanese young man was noticed
among several Americans, who weri
eating, that Is, bolting, their food by
Jerks. He knew but few words of Eng
Ilsh, but managed to call for some
oysters and coffee. He ate and drank
with most exquisite manners, and at
tracted much attention by his frequent
use of "I beg your pardon." When he
wanted the pepper, upon reaching for
It, he said in a sweet volowto the man
before whom he had to pass his arm:
"I beg your pardon." One coarse fel-
low, who sat with his hat tilted over
one eye, surprised even himself by
pushing the plate of crackers toward
tne polite little Japanese without even
being asked. He did not look up, tv
If aeli-amcd of Lelag caught in the
act.
Conversing afterward with the young
man from Japan he admitted that he
knew less than 100 words of our Ian.
guage. I beg your pardon, thank you
if you please and you are very kind
were phrases he could speak very dis
tinetly, and by means of them made
his way wherever he went.
Politeness costs nothing and is the
passport to every good in life. It never
falls to bring returns. This Jur was
unlike a little American girl I know,
aged Ave.
RecenUy her tatkar.baseght hope
humorous book, Waft palginasme by
showing the bad mannen
of a family of
"Edna," he said, "I bore these funny
pictures and stories will help you to be
more polite."
"It's of no use, papa. It will take
more than a book to teach me man
sera. You can't teach an old dog new
tricks.'
MORAL VIEW OF "TIPS."
Philosophical Essay Distributed Is
the Guests of • Summer
Hotel.
At one of the summer resorts where
hotel life comes very near beftig robbed
of all its terrors, the following circulas
is given to the guests:
Tips abd fees: The evils and annoy
anus of this custom are generally eon
ceded. Tips are given for one or more
at the following reasons:
Custom, which is mere Imitation.
Fear of being thought mean, which
Is cowardice.
Desire to be thought generous, which
Is vanity.
Desire to help the poor, which is
:barity.
Desire for some favor inconsistent
with full justice to others, which is
bribery.
Because, in some places no mason-
able ureic, can be heel without Up-
ping, which is a "hold-up" ty ser-
vants. Because some extra service is
wished, not covered by the price paid.
which is commendable desire ta pay
for all received.
Appreciation of satisfactory service
already rendenred, or of personal Ilk
Lag, which is generosity and good will.
Our employes have been selected ea
self-respecting and unwilling to put
themselves in the place of ordinary
hotel servants. They are neither ole
jects of charity nor social baguets.
From the first five motives our
guests should be free, and from the
sixth motive our employes are free. It
prompted by the last two, all stout4
be willing to accpt the plan, carefutly
matured after ten years' experience, to
pay for extras in the regular bills and
to reward foe-. speetally ineritor:etu
service only at the end of visits.
MAGNIFICENT AND COSTLY.
Beds of Monarchs That Were Worth
Enough to Zurich Ordin-
ary Mortals.
While a certain New York hote;
toasts a bed costing $10,000, this is te
no means the record holder, for there
are matinees "of beds far more cost
ly, states the Herald, of that city.
The most magnificent of all was that
presented the then czar of Russia by
the shah of Persia some 70 years ago
Possibly appreciating the application
to the Russian ruler of the quotation
that "Uneasy lies the head that wean,
a crown," the shah presented a bee
made or crystal, ornamented with se
Ter. It was cut from a solid block
and to addition to being provided wet
steps of blue glass, was furnished with
a fountain that through' the night
threw streams or scented water int*
the air.
Net se miry was oneThulliTiilkin
bay for a native ruler some years ago
and which is stilt In tree. At the four
corners were full-slee figures of Grades
maidens, the ones at the top holding
stringed Insfrumente, while those at
the foot bore In their hands huge fame
Extending the full length of the bee
was a music box capable of playlets
for half an hour before the repertoire
of tune was exhausted.
The weight of the bedy set thit
music box in motion, while at the MUM
time the figures at the bead of the bee
enured the striae] f their histrn
merits, while those at the foot waves
their fans, a concealed raotor furnish
ing the power that kept the fans go
ing all night long.





Rooms z, a and 3 Register Build.
lag, 3a3 1-21 Broadway.
Practice in all the courts et ties
eats. Both phones sr.
OR. R. E. IltARNt
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Old Phone apt Red; New Phone pa.
Paducah, Kentucky.
DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS
120 NORTH FIFTH STREET
Both Moses us
Office boars I to to a. nt., z to s
p.m. and 7 to 9 p.m.
Lemon Chill Tonic
I* A GENERAL TONIC,,
A CERTAIN' CHILL CURE.
A PURE BLOOD RIGREDY,
WILL CUB& 1111111 161111 TROD-
Biala AND WILL RESTORE TM
WEAR AND ' ROILY TO PEN
neer NtILALTFL zi'
PbEA14ii AT ALL DM*
ITO RZIL
R. T. LIGHT FOOT,
—LAWYER—
Wil ia an courts of Ewa.
tacky.
DR. W. C. MANZ&
ateddeagelblpt4
Office, sod Broadway—Pbons taa.
Riddance, Ms Dreadway.
Phone tsp.
J. C. Flattntay Cm, Rasa
FLOURNOY & REED
LA W YERSI
Rooms so, is and is, Cahmehla 11111..
PADUCAH,, IT,
Dr. B. T. Hall
omc.wiiti Drs. Rivers & Plying am
"—Hart kFlith. Both Pboas us.
Residence toot Clay, Old Phone Alp
EXCURSION
Bt. Loa and Tennessee arts Prato
it company—the cheapest end heis
eaCursoo0 out of Paducah.
$8.00 for the Resod
Trio to lennessee river
and return.
ft is e trip as piteous's, osstutelt
and rest. good aeTVIike, g table,
good rooms, etc. Boats eaeli
Wednesday and Saturday P. 111
For other information apply to jaa.




"What in the world do you want with
a phOnograph?"
"Oh, you see, I'm a creature of habit
I started recently to slave myself."
"Well?"
"But I find I can't concentrate my
mind on the job unless accompanied






11.1. Rivers, M. D.
OFFICE 120 NORTH MVO
TILLEPHONgs
Residence egg Ofica so
Or. Childressr
EYE, EAk, NOSE AND
THROAT.



















Monday Night and Balance of Week




The Rodney Stock Company.
Will begih a weeks engagement
here on Mkmda night, giving two
matinees durin he week. -
The company ornes to this city
well recommended as being one of
the strongest and best repertoine or-
ganizations on the road. The com-
pany has eight big Vandev.ille acts
Jim Powders, in this jolly piece,
while she is the queerly jealoj wif
Other comediennes in the "east are
also Georgie Lawrence, Konyin Bis-
hop, hlinnetta Barnett and statuesque
Jean Newcombe. At the Kentucky
Mloaday April 2nd.
"Mary, Mary. Quite Contrary."
Henrietta Crossman who will bit
,seen at the Kentucky on Tuesday
Xpril 3r4.-in the new •eontecky, fetr
latest New York hit, "Mary, Mary,
Quite Contrary" is skilled in all de-
•
Miss Ethel Meyer. With The Reasey Stock Company at The Kentucky
The Weak.
.1111110
which are new and up-to-date at
eren`
Ladies will be admitted free tin
Monday night when accompanied by
a person holding a paid thirty cents
ticket if purchased before 5 o'clock
Monday afternoon.
Matinees uill be given on Wednes-
day and Saturday afternoon. An ex-
change has the following to say of
the company.
"Miss Vance Calvert in the leading
role has a close rival in G. Bert Rod-
ney for first honors. Them two
eviler people by their *airing ways
have endeared themselves to th:
theatre going people, they are ably
assisted by a strong company of 14
people. Among the specialties is the
feature act of Micvay and Sea-bright
in nosoelty acrobatic rope jumping
which is entirely new to our pco-
Pk, they do many hard acrobatic
A tricks While inside of a turning rope.
&le alone is woeth the price of ad-
eniesion. Entertaining specialties
were introduced by Williams ani
(Mayer"
"Before and After."
For the first time both Fritz Wil-
barns and his wife, whose stage name
I. Katherine Florence, will be *on
together in the same play For years
their footlight success have been won
separately. Miss Florence, to urea her
immaerimonial title, is recognized as
one of the daintiest and most charm-
ing comediennes on the stage. She
scored a pronounced individual Suc-
cess as the manicurist in Maxine
Elliott'. origininal prOdoction of
"Her Only Way," and she was high --
praised for her Gretchen in "It.,
Happened in Nordland." Now she
and the clever Fritz are fellow-
% eonspirators of Mirth and merriment'
in Leo Ditrichstein's latest and great-,
lest farce sucocee, "Before and After,"
which comes to the Kentucky direct.
from its brilliant run of 107 nights at
it. Fiske!' Manhattan Theatre in
ew York City. lie is the comic


















tails of stage craft. Apart from her
genius for acting which hes elevate/
Wee to.the highest rank inthetheatri-
cal world, she is a stage director of
recognized ability, with a thorough
and practical mastery of this branch
of her art. Indeed, if she were to
give up acting tomorrow she could
tarn a big income as a stage director.
,Miss Crosrman stages all her own
plays and she was the first woman in
this country to attempt that work.
Much if not all of the success of
a play, no matter how clever it may
be, depends on the way it is pre-
vented, how it is acted, and the man-
ner in which its ideas are built upon
and carried out, and here is whier•
the skill of a stage director counts.
It is here that a play may be made
or marred. Testimony to Miss
GraillilMUCS success in this line of en-
deavor will be forthcoming from all
persons who have seen the beauties
and perfections of her stage crza-
tions.
When you buy "Old Terrell" whis-
key you get whiskey that is made in
an actual distillery and the hops,
malt, rye and corn used in its dis-
tillation is the very highest grade
and the spring water used is as clear
lie a crystal and absolutely pure
which is an important item in perfect
distillation. A visit to the distillery
will convince you of the above facts.
For sale one quart up, at 417 Jeffer-
son street, city retail department.
Dist:lieu north end of toth street.
$2.00, $2.50 and $300 per gallon. One
quart up.
GULPS DOWN FALSE TEETH
Couisville, Ky., March 2.4. —John P.
Martine, official stenogeapher in the
Louisville police court for twenty
y:ars, was PO amusedi at a case he
was reproting in court that 'he laugh-
ed heartily and as a result he swal-
lowted two of his false teeth.
II Black Needle Found
In the Heart of a Suicide
131================1221======ittiiiii=a4
Two remarkable cases in which
surgeons are much interested have
just been revealed.
One was a strange Lastovery made
in the course of an autopsy on the
body of DT, Jeffrey Owen Persqns,
a young Wimbledon doctor who
committed suicide the other night
Dr. Barton said at the inquest that,
a common needle was discovered
three quarters of an inch above the
apex of the left ventricle of the heart
and fixed across it, with the point
upward and toward the right side. It
evidently had entered low down in
front of th.e.,. heart near the apex, as
the scar wal plainly visible in the
venticular wall, but no mark could
be found in the skin corresponding
with the point of Nary. The needle
was so black it oast have been in
the heart a long thae.
The other case was one in which
the far of two children suffering




The Iratee—You are charged with
the crime of noterty. Are you guilty
or not inslIty1
The Poor Man--Cluilty.
The ratoi—liard labor for my—
Puck. -
IT WOULD BLUM HA TROITHL.11.
*Row
lillither—How would you like to 1/4111
'clothes like that. Tommy?
Tommy—I dunno. I'm 'fraid that
when ma wanted to give me a lickln'
she'd have to use • crowbar er some-
In' like that.—Chleago News.
Pleasant for the Neighbors.
Friend—I should think your daugh-
ter's four hours' prattle* cm tile piano
would drive you crazy.
Hostess—Oh, not at all. She opens
all the windows, and most of the
sound goes outdoors.—N. Y. Weekly.
He Jun Had To.
Mrs. Dearborn-1 saw your husband,
out walking with your little dog. Doer
he mind?
Mrs. Wabash—Does he mind? Well,
I just guess he does. I told him to take
the dog out!—Yonkers Statesman
The Objection.
'Why do you object to writing music
that is etaily remembered?'
"Because," answered the composer,
"that kind of time temps so many peo
pie who can't sing to join in the chorus
and spoil it."—WashIngton Star.
The Only Trouble.
"Poor little Henpeck! He seems to
be a man of a good deal of native ability,
and he might rise to success if he had
any will power.
"Oh, be has plenty of it—but it's in I
wife's name."—Record-Herald.
doctor that if they merely attempted
to walk their bones stiaPP_Pd.
"Children whose bones are fragible
as porcelain and whose limbs almost
break in a puff of wind, is if they
laugh excessively, are rare," says an
eminent physician in a communica-
tion to the Daily Mail." Such disease
is confined almost entirely to adults,
and, though common on the conti-
nent, is almost unknown in England.
It is a most rare disease of child-
hood:
"The dccurrence of the disease in
certain localities has impressed some
medical men with the idea that some
unknown climatic conditions may
cause the trouble, but the true cause
remains for the present a mystery.
The primary cause of the susceptibil-
ity of the brittle child disease is
due to the loss of nervous tone
which follows as a consequence of
long continued malnutrition."—Lon-
don Cor. Chicago Tribune.
— 0111111
TELEPHONE 548.
One Whole Week Commencing
...as UMW.
ISM Is Melia in anger and martial- I
libn to her own room.
Her dearest friend has been talking
about her—has told somebody that she
Sam a sharp nose and a muddy com-
plex:Son—sad the somebody has told
bar.
8Ih• looks herself up, pulls down the
blinds, throws herself on her bed, and
mays, and weeps, and weeps, and :
weeps, all alone.
Yet they say misery loves company!
—Chicago Tribune.
What Is laid.
"Good morning, Mr. Austinburne."
said the editor as the poet entered the
sanctum. "Some more of your blank
verse, I suppose?"
(We use the word "blank" that we
may not shock our readers by repeating
the real expression made use of by
the unfeeling editor.) — Cleveland
Leader.
Needed the Honey.
"Say, boas," said the ragged indi-
vidual, "are you a philant-ropist?"
"Yes, my man," answered the well-
groomed oati, "I believe I may say that
I am "
"Data wot I wuz afraid of. Kin yes
pat me wise to some common gent that
would give poor devil dime ?"—Clere-
land Leader.
Her C'soice.
Brother—Yes, I like Jack well
enough, Minnie; but how did you ever
happen to marry a man a head short-
er than you are?
Minnie—I had to choose, Fred. be-
tween a little wan with a big salary,




"What," asked the blunt person, "is
the difference between a cynic and a
fault-finder?" •
"A cynic," answered the man who
always pretends to know the answer,
"is a faultfinder who smiles and







that; only struck by
lug 30 milas an
ngerous.






Matinees Wednesday and Saturday.





and 6. Bert Rodney
In a repertoire of all new
royalty plays
8—BIG SPECIALTIES-8
Opening Bill the Great Act
Comedy Drama
THE MYSTERIOUS MAN
Ladies Fkee Monday Night Usual
SEATS ON SALE SATURDAY.




Will be keenly appreciated
after a trial by people who suf-
fer from Istadaches—seistere cr
mild, • °con/ion:al or &Cattle.
They never fail to
GIVE QUICK
RELIEF.















Qum & Crescent Route
".Florida Limited" —Leaving Louis-
ville at 8 a. al daily connects at
Danville, Ky., with solid tiain of
Pullman sleepers and vestibuled
coaches via Chattanooga an' Atlanta,
arriving at Jacksor Nine at 8:so a.
m. and St. Augustine to . m. next
day, without change. Dining cat
serves all meals en route.
"Florida Special"—Leaving Louis
villc 7:45 p. cam :5 obs:rvatiott
sleeper daily except Sunday, Louis
rifle to St. Augustine, without
change via Chattanooga and Atlanta.
arriving at Jacksonville at 8:5o p
m. and St. Augustine at so p. m.
next day. From Datrrille dis ii
fond train of drawing room steepen,
composite car, obser.o.tion car, ate.
Dining car serves all meals en route.
Via the "Land of the Sky"—/44/-
man steeper leaves Louisville at 7:4s
p. m. daily, rurning through to
Knoxville, where connection is made
at 9:35 2. TU. with through skews
to Jacksonville, via Ashevine. Co-
iumbia and Savannah, arriving at
,Ineksotrville at g a. m.
Winter Tourist Tickets
Good Tete-nine May 31.t. aro
now on sale P' 'Ow rates.
Val-Lib's Tours
Gointi t,ia Aqbevill" and "Land o.)
Me Sky" md "Sapphire Conntry"
sad 'returning via Atlanta and Chat-
tanooga or vice versa.
For the "land vt me Sky," "Whi-
ter Horne- ' rather handsomely il-
lustrated booklets, folders. Well, etc.,
address any agent of the Southern
Railway or C. H. Hungerford, D.
P. A., Louisville, Ky., G. B. Mks,
A. G. P. A., St. Louis, W. C.








Abram L. Weil & Co
FIRE INSURAi 'OE
Accident, Life, Liability, .7.-.Learn: Buller-
Campbell Block.
Office Phone 369, Rdsidence Phone 720
J: E. COULSON,
PLUMBiNG.
Steam and Not Water Heating..
Phone 133. 5`4 brAndway.
71-1E KEATUCKI/ TELEPHONE 548 LADIES FREE71
MONDAY
Six NOtimBegifining 11004y, Wok 26   NIGHT
Tiff RIMY STOCK CO.
FEATURING
Miss Vane Cdlyert &Mr40•Bert. Rodney
A COMPANY OF 15 SUPERLATIVE ARTISTS
I Bio Bargain Matinees Wednesday and Saturday
8---BIG VAUDEVILI,E ACTS---8
WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY A
PERSON HOLDING A PAID 3cic
TICKET IF PURCHASED BE-













Is an essay by the eminent
Authority Willirro ":,thell an
M. D. of Baltimore. If you are
interested %Wield be pleased to
give you a free copy, as we have
a limited supply would suggest




Judge Lawrence B. 'Anderson . of
'Mayfield is in the city on business.
Mira. Gaither-' Hienneberger of
.Louisville is here visiting the family
Of Mr. Henry Henneberger at Tenth
and Harrison.
Mrs. Jacob D. Loft and child have
returned from visiting in Owensbo
ro.
Aim 11..,:A.I.Aarlersort of tia7 South
Eight. street. has gone to liurn.
Temp„.to attend the bedside of he
4gotkri, Ny., Edward Richardson.
.1-i fjChiMleX, W01•41 • todaytx-
peens to return from t_picago where
Aleajii4.. the rnet.ting, of the joint
protective the... carmen
working for. the I. C. egAlitss He
is secretary of the body.
Judge E. A. Laughlin df Chicago,
is ita.,the Lie is interested in the
nee; management of The 'Palmer.
Hon. John K. Hendrick yesterday
went to Sinithland to spend Sun$lay
J,-.C.,$ellers has returned 'from
St. lopuist.
Sh.hai.make, Wife and daughter of
have gone to Hen-
derson and Owensboro to visit, after
spending some days with Mrs. F. W.
Katterjohn of Seiuth Eleventh.
Mr. and. Mrs. George Smith of
Cadit:10A ale here 'visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Cus Smith of Sixth and Madi-
NI,mrsrs. Virge Berry, George Bon-
durant, Frank Adams, Henry Theo-
bald, Jack Frobtis and Charles Grigg
last night went to the Barlow. Ky.,
section to spend today hunting.
Attorney Mike Oliver returned
yekterday from Gallatin, Tenn., where
he went on legal business. Today he
goes out to his home in Benton.
Milts Hattie Cheek and Mr. C. T.
Cheek of Nashville. Tenn., are here.
having 'been summoned by death of,
Reviollhi S. Cheek. • •
C...dotractoi• Bridges of Wabash,
Ind., has arrived to commence work







400#* frhng pleasure to yotw
0i2e during the long whiter
evenings. They are playing
now at our store. Come in













It is a, new, pleasant combina-





'Carefully prepared in' our
own laboratory.





MR. BUCHANAN HERE FOR
THE LANBORN PEO-
PLE.
His Company Makes Maps For the
Fire Insurance Companies Over
the Country.
Mfr. Buchai:an of Sanborn May
company, has been in' the city for
severall weeks, geeting up a new map
for the use of he tire insurance com-
panies.
In getting up a map. he makes
drawings of ti entire business and
factory section, of the city, showing
everything in the dimensions
of every build -t, the number of
stories high, I -luny doors and
windows in ti .usies and the ma-
terial. In fact ti,•tails are given for
every business house, factory, and
many residences, so that when any-
one turns to the map they can quick-
ly see and underst-tnd all about the
St ructures.
The Sanborn people are the leading
ones in this business and make a
map of the city every few years, so
as to keep up with the changes and
alterations.
It generally takes about six weeks
to get up all the data necessary for,
the map.
WIFE ABUSER
LON BELT FINED, BUT THIS
SET ASIDE AND HE PUT
UNDER BOND.
There Was Continued the Werra
Charging Cieorte.. !wren With
Assaulting lilL Iamilton.
Lou Belt, the bartender, was tined
Sao and costs try Special Judge Dave
Cross in the -police court yesterday
morning, for abusing and cursing his
wife. Matt *Nlimigew the penalty,
the judge set saissujallide. and then
peace • towards fig:P'svife' Mr a pc . iod
put Belt tin4fr bOa..,to keep the
of twelve months. Itelt keeps uar at
the saloon on First and 13,oadway
and has been arrested a number
times.
S. Buford was fined $to and costa
for being drunk and disorderly.
There was continued until tomor-
row the warrant charging Georg:
Ferrell with maliciously asiaulting
William Hamilton one week since at
a saloon in Miechaniciburg. Hamil-




Tate Beasley. colored, was fined
$10 and costs for getting 
drunk and
then going on the warpath out abou
t
Ninth and Washington streets.
There was dismissed the warrant
charging Edgar Reed. colored., with
robbing Jessie Robertson. also col
-
ored, of 16 up on _North Ei
ghth








Florist Bronson Preparing to Put up
Another Greenhouse—A New
Soap Company.
Manager Frank Mhirphy of The
Palmer, has been going over the
hotel since last Wednesday with an
-ardiftra, -in order tit- ascertain w
changes can be made to improve the
structure. It will possibly be a week
or two yet before a decision is
reached in this respect, because the
architect has to figure out many in-
tricate points in coming to a conclu-
sion as to what has to be taken
away or added to keep the hotel
conveniences properly intact.
New Greenhouse.
Mr. Bronson, the florist, will re-
turn today from St. Lolls where he
has been since the middle of last
week buying material for the new
greenhouse to be added to their al-
ready large establishment in Row-
landtowti. The house will com-
mence arriving' in sections immedi-
ately, and it will take several weeks
tc, put it up. This additional house
is needed on account of their
rapidly growing business,
Gas Expert.
There is here from Falls River.
Mass., Mr. J. A. Newt, superinten-
rwa3r•dent of the gas plant of the Stone
and Webster people. He comes;.
down to be with General Manager
John Bleecker of time local proper-
ties for a week or two, and lou
over some contemplated improve-
ments. He is an ,expert on gas and
thinks Paducah one of the finest
small cities :n the country,
Cully's New Building.
Mr. Roy L. Culley expects to let
the contract this week for the build-
ing he will erect beside .Hawkin's
cafe on Broadway between Fourth
and Fifth streets, and wherein he
will 'start his new clothing house
that will get opened for business by
next fall.
Lusterine Factory.
The factory of the Lusterine Soap
Co., on South Third street, is about
equipped for business and will soon
place their products on the market.
Most of the stock has been sub-
scribed by local parties and the bal-
ance by travelling men. The com-
pany has discovered a material, not
far distant from Paducah, "which
they 'have named Lusterine" that
when mixed with pure soda and a
refined vegetable oil produces a very
superior article of soap. This plant
is equipped with the latest and best
machinery anti has a capacity for
turning out many thousand cakes of
soap a day.
A first class soap maker will be
in charge of the factory. R. D.
Clements, the treasurer, and J. D.
Bacon, business Ontnagers 110 have
general charge of the business in. PA -
ducah, but do not intend to give up
the active management. of their own
business as reported. The company
will employ from 8 to to people at
their mining and milling plant
where the Lusterine deposit is pre-
pared ready for use and shipped to
the factory in Paducah where front
49 to 50 additional people will be
employsel.
Drink "Old Terrell" the pure "still
house" whiskey, for sale in quantities
of one quart or more at 417 Jeffer-
son street, city retail department.
$2.00, $2.50 and $3.00 per gallon. One
quart up.
—W. 0. W. dance Monday, March
26, Brunswick Hall. No postpone-
ment rain or shine.
W. 0 W. dance
26, Brunswick Hall.





Correstly descsibes the Anheuser-Busch
Brewery. Coliers 128 acres—equal to 70
city blocks. Storing capacity 600,000

















At first it was stated that the cat
line would in 'consideration of con-
tinuing the half rate troth. children.
withdraw their custom of selling
books of, too tickets for 14, but now
that the identification mode will pre-
vent an abuse of the half rate fare
the line will continue disposing of,
ts books for the 84 instead of chsrrg-
ing five cents straight for each of
the eohpons in the book.
before they will be
ride on the half
per-
fare
Mrs. J. Decker returned last
nisnit from visiting in Columbus;
Ohio.
Colonel J. I., Kilgore is back from
a trip to Anderson. Ind.
Mr. Frank Tatum. wifeiCI c
went to Mayteld last evening" to
visit relatives.
—Tomorrow afternoon at
Monday, March u'eluck a called meeting og,t/ac Rent-
No pantpone- 5, y Society will be he at the
Broadway Methodist church.
Millinery Opening
Thursday and Friday, March 29 and 30
Opening &widow Locolian.
329 Broadway. MISS ZU:LA C 





The Company Will Not Quit the
Casten; of Selling zoo Ticket
Books for $4.
I More school children continue ap-
plying to Superintendent C. M. Litb
for the identification cards necessary
tc obtain half rate tickets from the
street railway 'company. Mt. Lieb
has already issued about one hun-
dred of these certificates but expects
to hand out about as many more
within the next few days, as the chil-
dren attending other buildings out-
side the Washington, were not able
to get out to his office on account
of the umisitally disagreeable weath-
er. The certificates can be gotten
at his office only, he having to
countersign them. •
--z-Nrow every stiff
the street car and tenders the con-
ductor a.half fare check in payment
of transportation the pupil is re-
quired to show his or her identifica-
•4ti.
1There skipped away tor the Tens
nesace rivtr last evening the steamer
Kentucky which remains up that wat-
erway until next Thursday night.
The Buttorff will come in today
from Nashville and lay until noon
tomorrow before leaving for Clarks-
ville.
Last night there returned from
Cairo the steamer Dick Fowler which
lays liens until 8 o'clock tomorrow
morning before 'kipping away on
other trip for tnat city.
The 'Joe Fowler conies in from
Evansville this morning and layS
here until to o'clock tomorrow morn-
ing before departing again for that
place.
Yesterday there left for Evansville
-
rivar anej gets *re Wednesday.
TIle City of Sakai() is doe here 
to-




FOR RENT—Furnished room,. ,
trsa Jefferson St.
WANTED—For U. S. Army;
able-bodied unmarried men between
ages of ai and 35; citizens of the
United States, of good character and
temperate habits, who can speak, read
and write English. For infcgmation
apply to Recruiting offices, New
Richmond Hhause. Paducah, Ky.
/."Good pay for earnest worke.-s
°everywhere distributing circulars,




for gentlemen. Old 'phone 613-w.
FOlff RENT—Paducah Wagon
Works machinery, new and complete
Apply to L. S. DuBois.
FOR RENT—Modern 8 roomed
house, all improvements. West End
Apply to L. S. DuBois.
FOR RENT—Hons. at Third • nil
the John S Hopkins, Which returns'
here again Tuesday.
The steamer Clyde will get out of
the Tennessee river ' te toanorrow
night for this city and lay until 5
o'clock Wednesday afternoon before
departing that way on her return
trip.
The steamer Georgia Lee passel
'hero yesterday morning en route
down from,'Cincinnati to. Memphis
She will leave Memphis next Tuesday
on her I.:turn this way and get to
Paducah the following Thursday en
route back up to Cincinnati.
. Captain _Frank Phillips, the _general
agent for the Lee line here, says That
heavy cotton and gram traffic has
caused packets to run irregular for
several month past, ben that now ar-
rangements have been made to strict-
/ 
Jackson. next to drug store. Sewer-
age connections. Apply/ D. A.
yelper.
STRAYED—Small black mare,
seven years old, star in forehead,
three white feet. Aderess or deliver
to Otie Overstreet, 823 Harrison
street. Liberal reward offered for in-
formation as to whereabouts or her
return':
'iy comply with the schedule time_
which will rigidly adhered to for
benefit of the traveling public.- Every
Tuesday a boat will leave Meenchis
and get by here Thursday for Cin-
cinnati and get bene Sate:rap for
Memphis.
The Petters Lee 'went up yesterday
'afternoon bound from Mettipitis to
Cincinnati. She gets to the Queen
City Tuesday night, "leaves there
Wednesday on her return alabsitaches
here Saturday en route to the EMI
City.
The
FREE—New $pi4ct. telling how
you can make seerW thousand dol-
lars yearly handling 4ents. Full al
new ideas: Naliableh. informatiqg:
Free, postpaid. Wsrife, F. Parket
337 Market asetetl Chicago.
FOR SALE — BRICK DWELL
IMP, 5 ROOM, HOT AND COLD
WATER WITH BATH. ELEC.
TRW LIGHTS. Cit W. KATTER,
JOHN, ist4110U111 tith. TELE.
PHONE Tsai. "
City of Savannah leaves St. 






will sell cheap originally cost





Properly $1 Be ll Rod
Fitted $2.50
eel • kid kid
EYES TESTED FREE
Be Ezpszt, Cannibals Optician
Satisfactient•ausweeteed.
J. L. WO L F F,
JEWELER & OPTICIAN
pry Broadway.
THE GLOBE BANK & TRUST CO
Of Paduclah, Kentucky.
Capital arid Surplus; $11515,00ckin
ED P. NOBLE, PRES. 0. W. ROBERTSON. V. PRIM
N. W. VAN CULIN CASJITER.
I - Transacts di regular banking businesa.. Solicits your deposits. Paps $
per cent per sent= on time certificate of deposits.. Safety bases la Ira
protest Mgt for twat at 115 to Szo per yea: as to aim. You carry your 0111111
key and no one but yourself has at cam. A,
11
),*
Prospects for Shortdge of Coat April I
Buy TRADEWATER COAL now and save money
COAL FOR WAGONS AT ELEVATOR. LUMP 13 CENTS PER BUSHEL . .NUT. CENTS PER BUSHEL
PROMPT DELIVERY. Both Telephon es 254.
Foot of
Street.West Kentucky Coal C
Incorporated la'
